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We fail Dot often to find in such cases, after

death from poisoning with it, the individuals'

stomachs and intestines highly inflamed. (Merat,

Diet, des Sciences Med.) To such griefous facts,

it may be objected by the amateurs of the weed,

that tobacco taken moderately will never lead to

the multitude of disorders that we have describ

ed, and that instead of injuring our organs, it is

like a ma ric being who appears to us to procure

■ the sweetest and most agreeable reverie*.

Granted for the sake of argument, and we will

take and discuss your side of the question. We

find, in the article of tobacco, considered under the

philosophical point of view of its use as a means

if distraction, and seeming forgetfvlness, the fol

lowing reflections of Dr. Chamberet (Flore Meili-

cale, tome 6, p. 205) :

" We observe," says he, " that man, in virtue of his

organization, experiences a necessity to feel that

be is almost always unfortunate, either because

of the ills with which nature inflicts him, or from

the sad results of his blind passions, of his errors,

of hU prejudice, of his ignorance, dec Ac. Now,

tobacco exercises a strong and lively, but tempo

rary impression upon our organs, susceptible of

being renewed frequently, »t will ; and persons

tjecome so habitual to the use of it, and fond of

the stimulus that they <nd at once in it the

means to satisfy the imperious need to feel which

so characterizes the human species, and be mo

mentarily distracted from laborious and painful

•ensations that beset continually our species ; that

it thus enables us to support the heavy burden

nflife.

" But to proceed with tobacco, the savage en

dures hunger, thirst, and all atmospheric vicissi-

•odes more courageously ; the slave bears more

patiently servitude, misery, Ac. Among men

who call themselves civilized, its assistance is

"it» [i invoked against ennui and melancholy ; it

vol. IX. MO. II. FEB.

relieves sometimes the torments of disappoint

ment of hopes or ambition, and contributes to

console, in certain cases, the unfortunate victims

of injustice, and enables lazy people to while

away a dull hour in mental vacancy."

This is certainly a brilliant apology for the use

of tobacco; but without comparing ourselves to

those tribes of savages, droves of slaves and lazy

people, to whom this weed appears to render

such signal services, will we not be permitted to

say to Dr. Chamberet, that the remedy lie extols

to us so highly, is often worse than our com

plaints t

That the plant momentarily elevates tho ideas,

or at least withdraws them for some instants from

their ordinary course, to be succeeded by a kind

of stupidity, an apathy, a laisser-aller, to which

many individuals are inclined, we do not deny;

but also, like other errors and deplorable habits,

do not many disorders and vicious inclinations fol

low in their train ?

Most assuredly.

And when a person first commences the use of

it, is there any guarantee that he will use it mod

erately !

Evidently not, for, unfortunately, he is as sua-

ceptiblo of the abuse of it, as of all joys by irri

tation ; of these, we will enumerate the game,

strong liquors, the passions, <tc. ; and as soon as

a snuff-box is offered to him, or he smells the

smoke of a cigar or pipe, the demon tobacco, that

never ceases to tempt him, will not permit him

to rest until he has taken one pinch or smoked

one cigar.

Suppose we admit, though tempted every day,

every hour, and every instant, we possess suffi

cient self-control and moral courage, as not to

allow the poison time enough to produce its hurt

ful action; we ask him, bow many smokers,

snuffers, and chewers, despite the counsels of

hygiene, and of common sense, do we not see.

consume tobacco until they have fallen into a

state of stupor and imbecility t

Besides, if, as is commonly written, the action

of tobacco depends upon constitutional disposi

tions and hygienic conditions of the systems of

the persons who use it, and the different quanti

ties employed, how can you dare say that you

do not dread its hurtful influence t

Behold that young and handsome lady who has
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so many admiring friends, and who, to drive away I

the ennui that darkens her brow, or obscures her

mind, makes, at the instigation of Iter husband, |

the acquisition of a snuff-box, promising herself

to take only one or two pinches of 6nuff daily.

Her sense of smell is at first keenly excited, and

as the powder exercises a gentle and slight titilla- I

tion of the mucous membrane of her nose, as the

mirror of her eyes glisten with silvery tears, and

as she feels the dreaded ennui that besets her

disappear, she opens again, and again, the fatal

box ; the habit of snuffing has already taken root I

in her nose, and if you should meet her some time

afterward, you easily recognize her by the odor

of tobacco, that her breath spreads around her,

by her dirty handkerchief and dress, by her nasal

VOtM, by her dejected spirits, by her gaping j

mouth, by her nose plugged up with a black

crust ; and if she gestures in your presence, it \

will only be to cast her fingers unceasingly into

her snuff box, as if she had only preserved the in- j

atinct for that mechanical action.

Behold, on the oilier hand, that young man who

has received, at birth, the most precious gifts that

Providence accords to human nature, intelligence

and health.

During the happy days of his scholastic strug

gles, he has gained the most beautiful victories, I

and his professors, happy to crown him with the

laurels he so justly merits, applaud him for his !

success, predicting that he will take a stand in

the highest ranks of society. Proud of all these

flattering omens, and of the beautiful prism

through which he beholds in such glittering colors

the happy future, his mind, in which the germs of :

genius have been sown with the hand of God, ex

pands every instant as it dives into the inex

haustible source of all the human sciences; but,

melancholy to say, the day will come also, when

the door of the orgies will be opened to him, and

as nothing is more beautiful to the brilliant im

agination of an impulsive youth, in a night of de

bauchery, than to see the sparkling gas of the

champagne unite with the clouds of smoke tliat

curl above his head, he will seize, for the first I

time in his life, a cigar ; he will dirty his lips

with its impure juice without for once thinking

that a poison is concealed in the pleasure that

he partakes of—a pleasure always renewed by

its ashes, to lead continually to new desires and I

to new joys.

Oh, the poisonous weed I Though it makes him '

sick and loathe it the first time, it tempts him

again, and as he " never surrenders," the magnan

imous youth resolves to try and gain another vie- j

tory. He smokes, and smokes again ; and if one

or two cigars Buffice him to day, in a month he

will smoke three, four, or half a dozen per day,

and in less than six months he sucks the nause

ous pipe : a thousand emotions will come then to

lend him the charm of their seducing and deceit

ful reveries ; then, an epoch will arrive when his

soul, which had always been so calm and so hap-

py, will awaken with a start—a shudder, as if it

nut the breath of an ardent passion pass over it. 1

Yes, he is a confirmed smoker. I

Follow now this young man into the world,

and soon, be well assured, you will see him trem

ble in a manner, as his mouth emits, like the cra

ter of Vesuvius, those streams of smoke which

conceal the borders of the gulf in which, sooner

or later, his physical forces and moral faculties

will be found to be extinguished.

Though his temperament maybe bilious, nerv

ous, sanguineous, or phlegmatic, yet a multitude

of general disorders will not be long in coming to

be grafted upon it by the deplorable habit he has

contracted. At first, he complains of a slight

headache ; he desires much to study, but the pain

is stronger than his will; then, as bis muscles

have already lost a part of their power from the

secondary effects of the narcotic which has con

gested his brain, he throws himself carelessly and

lazily in an arm-chair, whilst his head, obeying its

own weight, rolls like an inert ball over his

Bhoulders, and his heavy eyelashes involuntarily

close, and he in vain endeavors to open them;

the poison that his system has absorbed para

lyzes all his efforts. Stretching, and yawning, and

sighs, spring blusteringly from hi3 oppressed

chest ; his automatic movements stiffen mo

mentarily his body ; his trembling hands are

borne upon his eyes to try and raise the thick veil

that obscures his vision ; finally, fearing not to

be able to escape the arms of Morpheus open to

receive him, he lays aside his book to go and ask

of his idol tobacco for a tittle distraction. Seiz

ing a fresh cigar, he exclaims, I will study to-mor

row ; but on to-morrow he is nauseated and de

sires to vomit, for it is necessary to bear in mind

that tobacco, in stupefying the brain, hinders it

from reacting on the stomach ; this latter organ

not receiving its natural stimulus as usual, be

comes inactive ; the vital energy of this organ im

soon destroyed, and the loss of appetite is mani

fested ; and as, above all things, it is necessary

to eat to enable the mind to elaborate whatever

is presented to it, this young man, who closed his

book yesterday, from drowsiness, refuses to-day

all kinds of food, in consequence of the disgust

which it creates.

Here are, then, two important organs presiding

essentially over the fundamental acts of life,

which are suddenly found enchained, or singular

ly modified by tobacco.*

* Tobacco has the property of diminishing hunger. Rama-
zini sava, that many lravoVrs have assured him that tobacco
chswecl or smoked drives away the appetite, and that ooe
can travel much longer wilhou being oppressed with hanger.
Van tielinont says the samt thing; he contended that to

bacco appeased hunger, not by satisfying it. but by destroying
the sensation, and by diminishing the acUvity of the other
functions.
Ramazini adds, he has often observed smokers and chewers

without an appetite, as well as great wine-drinkers, because
their nsagc enervates the action ol the stomach

Plenipius likewise remarks, that tobacco diminishes the
sense ot hunger, but gives another reason in explanation of the
phenomena ; he believes that by the f.bnndance of serum or
saliva which flows into the stomach, and tills more or less this
viscera, that the sense of hunger is appeased in consequence
of its absorption, and not by its enervation or numbness.

Perhaps these two causes, adds M. Merat, from whom we
borrow these details, conlribato conjointly to diminish the
sense of hanger.
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But this is nothing yet : the habit of smoking

will become so confirmed with him, that he will

come to experience only a single pleasure, that of

puffing and absorbing tobacco smoke every mo

ment

But this ecstasy of the senses, this continual

enervation, in discarding from his mind the ranui

that besets it, causes him also to forget his duties.

Again, this being an acquired habit, diverts ne

cessarily the desires from their direct course, and

u a desire, as soon as satisfied, calls up another,

the habit of smoking engenders a number of hab

its, the more unfortunate, too, in a manner, as he

advances in life.

Do you not see already, there is no tobacco too

strong for him ? What will he do! Ahl my

God I Since this poison has com menced to bru

talize him, why will he go and drown his remorse,

and exhaust the slight strength that remains with

him with beer, wine, or alcohol ? From this mo

ment, the wisest counsels, and the strongest ar

guments that can be produced, will not turn him

from his vicious inclinations ; he will be seen day

and night to abandon his studies, and leave his

family, to visit the smoking-rooms and drinking

establishments, and swell the crowd of loafers,

the best portion of whose lives are spent in con

tact with the cigar, the pipe, and the glass.

Let us stop here, and close the picture. How

ever, if after this young man has indulged in his

favorite habits of smoking and chewing, and drink

ing spirituous liquors, for some years, we should

chance to obtain a view of his exterior person,

and dive into the recesses of his organization, what

disorders will we not behold there ! His face,

where pallor and sadness are confounded, indicates

a state of suffering; his muscles, formerly so

strong, and bo vigorous, now flabby and shriveled,

are effaced beneath a tarnished skin; his legs

tremble as he moves, for the marasmus, in de

vouring by degrees the mass of cellular tissue

which covers his members, has dried up many of

the streams of his material life. If we pass from

his physical to his intellectual faculties, to inter-

eogate them, we will find in place of that intelli

gence which was so rich and brilliantly announc

ed, a short time previous, not idiocy, if you wish,

but a state of vacancy and stupidity such that, if

some day, in meeting him, you take a fancy to

ask him only to call your name, with whom he

has been united in the ties of friendship from his

infancy, you will see him hesitate a long while

before pronouncing it.

It is lamentable to relate, but his memory,

imitating in this particular the smoke of the

thousands of cigars that he has consumed, has

finished, like their fumes, by disappearing and

vanishing in the air.

Thus, grace to this unfortunate present, which,

originating in the New World, has spread over

the Old World, here is a young man (and thou

sands can testify to the same thing), born to shine

some day, at the head of literature, of the scien

ces, in the legislative halls, or in the army of his

country, who has become to celebrate, or acquire

no other glory than that of having culotter pipes 1

He has sacrificed his health and beautiful pros

pects at the altar of his Idol—the Demon Tobacco.

How is it to be expected that an organization,

which has not sufficient vigor to contend against

the deteriorating influence of a weed so injurious

to the human constitution, can be developed, and

gain the strength which it requires* whilst habit

uating itself daily to the contact of such a poison I

Look at the people in the East, formerly so

powerful, now so weak and extremely degraded,

and tell us if they do not owe a part of their ig

norance and degradation to this vice,—so fashion

able among us ! Tobacco increases the inclina

tion that most men have to idleness, by destroy

ing the idea of remorse, which complete inaction

or laziness never fails to give rise. It dissolves

family circles, so much cherished by decent men,

from which the men and young bucks escape to

go and smoke, and chew, and spit.

Just peep behind the curtains of the smoking-

rooms of the United States, England, Holland,

Belgium, France, Spain, Italy, <tc, and Bee their

inmates with shallow heads, and vacant minds,

happy to be plunged in a eea of ambier and

liquor, and enveloped in a fog of smoke, which

seems to afford them more solid joys than the

pleasures of ladies' society, and the sweets of the

domestic fireside.

Is it not most astonishing, that civilized and

decent men should lead such lives ? It is well

known, that during the manufacture of tobacco,

there arises from the plant such strong and such

"unhealthy dust, as to cause great inconvenience to

those engaged in the labor.

All writers on the subject describe the laborers

as generally emaciated, tarnished, yellow.asth-

matic, subject to colics, looseness, bloody flux,

dyspepsia ; but above all, to vertigo, headache,

muscular twitchings, cramps, and more or less

acute diseases of the chest, as we have frequent

occasions to observe, either in the public walks,

in the tobacco factories, or hospitals.

Thus, a substance so useless produces innume

rable ills, and death even to those charged to pre

pare for others the moat insignificant of pleasures.

There arise, indeed, particularly in summer,

such quantities of subtile particles—dust—in to

bacco factories, that the neighbors of them are

much incommoded, and are frequently made sick

at the stomach.

The horses employed turning the mills that

grind and powder the tobacco, manifest the hurt

ful effects of the dust which surrounds them, by

frequently . agitating their heads, coughing and

snorting. The laborers suffer much from head

ache, vertigo, nausea, and loss of appetite, and

continual loosene-s. (Ramazini, Maladies det

Artisans, trad, de Fourcroy, p. 189.)

Those endemic diseases of which we have spo

ken, have spread with such violence among the

people residing around and near tobacco factories,

that in some countries the wise precaution is

adopted of establishing the factories outside of

the towns ; this precaution is particularly i '

ed, at present, in France.

{Tabic
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ANATOMY FOR STUDENTS OF THE FINE ARTS*

[Continued from the January No.]

N, Plates I, II, III, shows the Femur, or thigh bone j h, Plate I,

head of the femur ; t, Great Trochanter (runner) ; k, Lesser Tro

chanter; I, Outer Condyle of the Femur; m, Inner Condyle of the

Femur.

Plate III.

0, Plates I and III, shows the Patella, or knee-pan.

P, Plates I, II, III, shows the Tibia, or largest bone of the

leg. , ,

Q, Plates I, II, III, shows the Tibula, or small bone of the leg ;

n, Plate I, the External Ankle; o, Plate I, the Internal Ankle.

Plate V, A, shows the eight bones of the Carpus, or Wrist;

B, the five bones of the Metacarpus, or Hand ; C, bones of the

Thumb ; D, bones of the Fingers.

A, tin* Oh Calcis, or Heel bone ; B, the Tarsus, or Instep, composed

of six bones besides the Os Calcis ; 0, the Metatarsus, or Foot ; D.

bones of the Toes.

F, the three bones of the Tarsus, immediately joining the Meta

tarsus ; the three first, from the inner side of the foot, are called the

Cuneiform (hedge-shaped) Bones, and the small outer one the Ob

Cuboides. The next bone of the Tarsus is called the Os Navtculabb

(boot-shaped). Between it and the Os Calcis is the Astragalus

(die-shaped), which supports the two bones of the leg.

* From the London Hand Book of Anatomy, for the nte
of gtndent* of the Fine Arte. With Additions, fee, by the
American Editor. The entire work will appear in sobee
quent number! of the present volume of the Water-

CURE Jol'RNAL.

Plate [V.—Bomi or the Head.

A, Os Frontis, or Forehead bone.

BB,OssaParietalis,or Bregmatis.

C C, Os Temporum.

D D, Os Sphienoideum.

a a, The Mastoid Process.

E E, Os Jugale, or Os Malare.

F F, Maxilla Superior, or Upper

Jaw.

G G,' Maxilla Inferior, or Lower

Jaw.

H, Ob Occipitds, or Back of Head-

I, Os Natl
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Plate V.—Bonis of thk Hand and Foot.

A, Bones of the Carpus, or

Wrist.

B, Bones of the Metacarpus,

or Hand!

C, Bones of the Thumb.

D, Bones of the Fingers.

A, Os Calcis, or Heel bone.

B, Tarsus, or Instep, compos- D

ed of six bones besides the

Os Calcis.

C, Bones of the Metatarsus, or

Foot.

D, Bones of the Toes.

 

Of the bones of the Tarsus, immediately joining the Metatarsus, the first three, from the inner side

of the foot, are called the Cuneiform Bones ; and the small outer one, the Os Cuboides.

The next bone of the Tarsus is called the Os Soaphoioes, or Os Naviculare. Between it and the

Os Calcis is the Astragalus, which supports the two bones of the leg.

OBSERVATIONS ON PERTUSSIS, OB HOOFING CO0GH AND ASTHMA.

BY MART S. GOVE NICHOLS.

In Dickson's " Manual of Pathology and Prac

tice," we find the following respecting Pertussis :

" It is one of the specific contagions ; often be

comes epidemic; does not attack usually more

than once the same individual, although this rule

is liable to exceptions. Hence, it is most fre

quently met with in young children. It invades,

for the most part, as a mild catarrhal fever.

After a certain duration, the paroxysms of cough

ing become more and more violent, and protract

ed, and convulsive ; rapid and repeated expira

tions are made with vehemence; and then a

sonorous inspiration, whence the common name

of hooping-cough. These paroxysms terminate

with large expectoration, or vomiting.

" There is generally a considerable secretion of

mucus in the air-passages, with a loud rale. Eul-

monary inflammation sometimes arises, with

fever and great dyspnoea (difficulty of breathing).

In other cases, there is notable and prominent

disorder of the digestive system, with diarrhoea.

Not unfrequently, too, there is much determina

tion to the head, and convulsions.

" The cautes which occasion, or render more

violent a paroxysm, are a full or indigestible

meal, any forcible muscular exertion, mental

emotion, exposure tn cold and moisture, etc. The

average duration of hooping-cough may be cal

culated from six to eight weeks. It may be pro

longed indefinitely, by a renewal of catarrhal

affections, with which it readily associates it

self

" Autopsy.—The traces found, in post-mortem

examinations of this disease, are not regular or

uniform. It sometimes happens that no lesions

or morbid changes can be pointed out. Most

enerally, however, the bronchial mucous mem-

rane is irregularly reddened, and injected in

patches ; while, at the same time, there are

marks of determination to the head and engorge

ment of the brain.

" The pathology of hooping-cough is not

clearly made out The majority believe it to be

an inflammatory affection of the bronchial mem

brane.

"Treatment —It is made a question whether

we have the power to cure an attack of this sin

gular malady."—After this confession, Dr. D.

goes on to advise general and local blood letting,

emetics, purgatives, and expectorants. Amongst

the medicines recommended are, sulp. zinc,

squill, ipecac, camphor, opium, carb. of potassts,

the warm bath, and mustard poultices. He far

ther says, " Asafcetida is much extolled. Prusaic

acid is supposed by some to be almost anti

dotal. Of tonics, cinchona and arsenic are justly

preferred."

The above is a condensation, doubtless, of the

best allopathic medical authority in this coun

try; and, with the exhibition of all these reme

dies in numberless cases down to 1842, when

the work was published from which the above

quotations are made, the results only enabled

our author to say, "It is made a question whe

ther we have the power to cure an attack of

this singular malady.''
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I shall now proceed to give some facts re

specting Water-Cure in hooping-cough.

Water-Cure is efficient in ameliorating the

symptoms, and shortening the duration, of this

disease, just in proportion as it is judicious and

forcible. If we bathe a child daily who is at

tacked with the cough, and put a wet bandage

around the chest, and regulate the diet, we

soften the attack— the child suffers less—but we

do not materially affect the duration of the dis

ease: it runs on, very likely, its six weeks. But

if we give a strong child the sweating-blanket

pack on one day, inducing profuse perspiration,

and the wet-sheet pack for an hour or more the

next day, and bathe him thoroughly in cold water

when he comes out of his pack, and in the morn

ing, and also let him wear wet bandages day and

night, and take a dripping-sheet rubbing-bath on

going to bed, whilst the diet is spare and plain,

we can cure hooping-cough in this patient in from

seven to ten days.

In a weak patient, I give the wet sheet twice

a day till (he skin is moist, not till perspiration

is induced, and I do not give the sweating pack.

I have conquered the most violent hooping-cough

I ever saw ; so that it was not an inconvenience

in a week, without the sweating blanket. I gave

two or three wet sheets in the twenty-four hours.

I prefer to sweat, when the patient is strong and

able to bear it

I have just " discharged cured " a child three

years old, who was attacked with hooping-cough

the first part of November. His mother treated

him with water somewhat, but was not conscious

that the child had the hooping-cough till he be

gan to hoop. About this time, when the deter

mination to the head was increased, the child

was imprudently allowed to eat food of a very

improper quality. He had been a delicate, scrofu

lous infant from his birth. A scrofulous issue

had kept the umbilicus open till it was closed

with adhesive straps, during the first months of

the child's life. After being fed thus improperly,

indigestion and high febrile. action were induced.

The mother, who is a judicious disciple of Water

Cure, was very ill, and the child had nothing

done to relieve his fever during the night In

the morning, he was seized with convulsions. I

saw him in the forenoon, after the first fit. I

was not then told what he had eaten, and did

not know that the convulsion depended on gas

tric irritation. I was left to suppose that it was

in consequence of the determination to the head,

so common at the accession of the hoop in this

cough. To be sure, however, to reach all possible

causes, I ordered injections, until the bowels

should be thoroughly moved. I was obliged to

leave the child, after ordering the enemas, and

his envelopment in wet bandages. The attend

ants could not Bucceed in moving the bowels for

some hours, and during the day be had two more

violent "convulsion fits." At four p. x. I found

him apparently dying from the third fit though,

just before it came on, they had succeeded in

thoroughly evacuating the bowels. The little

creature was nearly pulseless, did not appear to

I sec or hear, but lay relaxed like a rag. His ex-

I tremities were cold, and the bowels much swollen.

I took him in my arms, and for four hours I

remained with him. First, I fomented the bow

els and the feet and legs with flannels wrung

from hot water, and then rubbed him with my

hands till circulation and warmth were restored.

When this was achieved, I packed him in an en

tire wet sheet In an hour, we took him out of

this pack and sponged him with cold water, and

rubbed him well. He was sufficiently revived

to look about and speak to us, and I left him,

with hope of his life.

For days he was kept on the smallest quantity

of nourishment For a time he was packed three

times a day, and as many in the night ; for the

fever was very violent The cough was cured in

a week or two, but in its stead he had afiery

eruption over the whole surface, from the arm

pits on to the thighs. This was like a half-drawn

blister, and exuded yellow and fetid matter all

the time. He was kept wrapped in wet bandages,

which were often changed, and packed daily, for

two or three weeks, for an hour a day ; after, for

fifteen minutes; and later, every other day for

an hour. In six weeks the boy was cured of all

his maladies, and was very busy learning to

walk. The eruption gradually healed. Its long

continuance frightened some pretty good Water

Cure people, but I steadily refused to do any

thing to cause its retrocession, telling the parents

of the danger of again causing convulsions by

healing the crisis, by causing it to recede again

into the system.

I consider the child's life as ten times more

safe since this discharge of scrofulous matter.

Have we not good reason to believe that this

same matter was being discharged by the mu

cous membrane of the lungs, during the contin

uance of the cough, as the cough ceased as soon

as the eruption appeared on the skin I

Asthma seems to me to belong to the same

family as pertussis. These diseases are at least

first cousins. In asthma, a larger portion of

the mucous membrane of the lungs seems to be

affected ; hence, the greater difficulty of breath

ing. The constant exudation of glairy matter

from the mucous membrane, filling the lungs,

produces wheezing, panting, and makes great

muscular effort necessary to inflate the lungs at

all. Where there is expectoration of the frothy

mucus, peculiar to asthma, (and which, by the

way, closely resembles the matter expectorated

in hooping cough,) the patient is relieved when

ever the mucus is raised. In the worst cases of

nsthma, there is neither cough nor expectoration.

I have seen a patient laboring under so terrible

an asthma, that the face became black from the

effort to breathe, and often a thick smoke alone

seemed to save the patient from suffocation, by

forcing the lungs to inhale, as slaves are forced

to move by some dreadful chastisement This

patient had marasmus so that there was univer

sal emaciation, prolapsus uteri, renal inflamma

tion, and general weakness. By the use of

the sweating blanket alternating with the wet
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sheet, dripping sheet baths at night on retiring,

sitz baths, the vagina syringe, and careful diet,

this patient was enabled in one month to breathe

freely. Expectoration, which had been very

abundant, ceased almost entirely, and all the

symptoms were removed or relieved. It were

idle to suppose a case of this kind cured in

this time. It will always take months, perhaps

many months, to remove the tendency to'the

lungs, and establish that healthy action of the

skin, and other organs, which shall insure the

patient against a recurrence of the disease. Pa

tient continuance in the cure brings the desired

result in time. Some cases yield much sooner

than others. My experience does not enable me

to fix the length of time required for the cure of

this disease, or to promise those rapid cures in

many other diseases which patients desire,

and which some physicians are imprudent

enough to agree to perform. When people have

been many years in causing a diseased condition,

they must be at least as many months in remo

ving it Asthma is ae controllable and curable

by water treatment as almost any chronic ail

ment Where the general tone of the nerves is

preserved, and the patient is stout, and well in

other respects, it is very easy of cure. W here

the general health is to be restored, and other

chronic ailments to be removed, the cure is ne

cessarily protracted.

Asthma seldom appears early in life, though

it is seen early in children. A predisposition is

often derived from a vicious conformation of the

chest The position of children at school insures,

in many instances, this deformity of the chest,

though at times it is hereditary—born of a cor

set-compressed mother. Bad habits in children

weaken the muscles that sustain the chest, and

thus they become bent, the viscera compressed,

and the chest permanently cramped and de

formed. A first attack establishes a tendency

to the disease. Paroxysms are excited by chan

ges of temperature, by exposure to cold and

wet, to the Dad air of crowded rooms, to gases,

and sometimes to odors. Food of improper qual

ity and improper quantity, and taken late or at

irregular hours, will induce a paroxysm of asth

ma in persons who are disposed to the disease

Violent exertion, any dissipation, and the ex

haustion of the passions, are fruitful causes.

Repelled eruptions are sure to cause the disease

in those who nave a tendency to it

The regular allopathic treatment of asthma is

by blood letting, emetics, purgatives, and nar

cotics. Tobacco, stramonium, spider'B web, lobe

lia, coffee, and opium are largely praised, and

used for asthma, by the regular faculty. I have

been guided in the treatment of asthma by

the same principles as in hooping-cough. The

treatment is substantially the same in both dis

eases. Water-Cure, properly applied, is emi

nently successful in both. The same treat

ment cannot be applied to the weak and to the

strong, and people are beginning to learn that

this is true in all diseases. The routine Water-

j Cure doctor, who treats everybody alike, is be-

I ginning to receive just the amount of respect

that his wisdom, or want of wisdom, merits. I

think there is no branch of knowledge among

the people that is making more rapid progress

than the knowledge of Water-Cure. God speed it

46 Lexington Avenue, N. T.

CONFESSIONS AND EXPERIENCE OF AN AL

LOPATHIC DOCTOR.—No. 2.

Failure of Chemical Experiments—Imitation of Medioines—
Adulterations of Medicine—Acquiring Experience—Drug
gists not alone in Imposition—Number of Drug Stores—
Who Own the Drag Stores—Profits on Sales—Volunteer Pa
tient*—English Drag Importation!—Sale of Patent Medi
cines—Composition of Patent Medicines—Consumption
Syrups—Sarsaparilla Svrups—Red Drops—Soothing Syrnpa

. for Children Teething— Pills for Purifying the Blood-
Cough Candies—Hair Oil.

Failure of Chemical Experiments.—Though

very anxious to understand chemistry, and for

that purpose to repeat the experiments recorded

in the books, I was deterred by the repeated

failures that attended my attempts; success

being so rare as to form an exception, although

every direction was carefully followed. At last

suspicion was excited in my mind that the ma

terials with which I worked were not pure, and

that suspicion was converted into certainty upon

inquiry. I found, to my exceeding surprise, that

so extensive was the system of adulteration of

medicines, that the majority of druggists hardly

hoped to obtain, at any price, genuine articles,

and consequently bought, at the cheapest rates,

whatever at all resembled the traditionary de

scription of the required drugs, asking no ques

tions for conscience sake.

Imitation of Medicines.—So far had the evil

advanced, that books were written purposely to

enable chemists to detect the cheat With one

of the best of such works before me, and provided

with a supply of chemicals, at high prices, ob

tained from a celebrated laboratory, I tested

carefully the stock in the store, and, to my sor

row, found them, thus rigidly weighed in the bal

ance, lamentably wanting. Oar iodide of potas

sium, then so much used, had not enough of iodine

in it to turn starch blue; our quinine showed no

signs of ever being in contact with Peruvian bark ;

pounds of our calomel might be taken without

injury to the system, as far as the injurious effects

of mercury were concerned ; and equally innocu

ous were both blue pill and blue ointment. In

short, all the supposed valuable articles, as far

as cost gives virtue, were alike worthless ; and

yet, under their presumed names, I was forced to

sell them.

Adultekations of Medicine.—Though these

startling revelations forced me to regard the

wholesale dealers indiscriminately as a pack of

rascals, yet I modified this opinion, upon becom

ing acquainted with a few of the trade whose

tone of mind was much more elevated. These

worthy merchants would mix a little of the true

with much of the false, or endeavor in some way
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to sell an article whose medicinal qualities bore

a resemblance, however small, to the type i

asked for. Thus, for James' powder (oxyd of I

antimony), they would furnish a compound con- I

taining a small proportion of tartar emetic; their

opium would only be two-thirds composed of

pill mass ; their oil of bergamot would have !

an ounce at least of the genuine oil mixed with

the lemon compound; and their otto of rose

would be scented sufficiently to smell like the

flower from which it was supposed to be distilled.

Though others as well as iiyself admired this

heroic conduct, in an era of time-serving, und

traded with these upright dealers, proving that

" honesty was the best policy," yet their example

was but little followed.

Acquiring Experience.—Much enraged at

what my inexperience thought unwarrantable

conduct, I delivered free lectures on the subject

to those in the business with whom I came in

contact ; but they, taking into consideration my

youth, and want of this world's knowledge, looked

upon me with an eye of pity, and instructed me

in a better way.

Druggists not alone in Imposition.—Wliile

conversing with a down-town dealer one day,

he remarked, for the purpose of justifying him

self, that in every business the same system was

pursued, to increase its gains. " A wholesale

grocer lives on one side of my shop," said he,

" and an importer of foreign wines on the other.

Before the grocery, large quantities of sand are

weekly dumped, to be mixed with sugar, to in

crease its weight. Hogsheads of cider, and boxes

of alum, and old boots, enter the importer's store

as well as wines. He sells any quantity of the

primest Port, and, from the pains he takes with

it, certainly makes a fine article, worthy of its

reputation. He dissolves one dram (sixty grains)

of alum in three pints of cider, to which he adds

one pint of brandy and a due proportion of log

wood shavings. By the substitution of nitric

ether for alum, together with the addition of

wom leather from boots, he can prepare saleable

imitations of the celebrated wines of France and

Germany. His Champagne is excellent, and is

as good Jersey cider as I ever drank. Last week,

you refused to get your mustard from me, and

bought a keg at the mills, to insure its genuine

ness. By so doing, you procured some 1 myself

had sold them, made of baked flour, colored with

turmeric, and rendered acrid with Cayenne

pep]>er 1"

Number of Drug Stores.—Another, while

speaking on this subject, said, " New York City

and other large places are as full of drug stores

as they can hold : the red and green globes flare

before you at aim >st every corner. The clerks,

with some noble exceptions, (a bow from me,)

are a lazy, ignorant, dissipated set, drudging for

salaries that would be rejected by a wood sawyer.

Yet, small as their salaries are, they could not

manage to exist by the sale of tooth-brushes and

playing-cards. It is, therefore, absolutely neces

sary that the receipts from medicines sold should

be almost clear gain. Did they pay a proper

price, and procure the genuine, they would infal

libly starve. Such a state of things would have

the effect of closing up five-rixlht of the drug

stores, and forcing their attendants to seek other

business."

Who Own Tms Drug Stores —At first I won

dered why physicians tolerated such establish

ments ; but my own position at once explained

the matter. They are owned by practicing phy

sicians, who expect to derive a means of living

from the profits of their prescriptions, and who

are forced to work, not for direct fees, but as

runners to swell the daily receipts of a small

business. How many unfortunates, thus situated,

have I heard deplore the time when they first

took a medical book in hand! Educated in total

ignorance of the life that awaits them, as soon as

they become M.D.'s, they are thrown upon their

own resources, and discover too soon that it U

hard work to collect a doctor's bill. I have

known some book, at reasonable rates, $1500 for

a year's practice, and receive $90 1 Not willing

to leave the profession, and be sneered at as

changelings by those who know nothing of the

matter, or perhaps unwilling, from motives of

vanity, to work with their hands, but one chance

remains, and that is to open a drug store. There

are exceptions ; for, to my knowledge, not a few

agents, auctioneers, conductors of railroad trains,

and grocers, could write, if they choose, M.D.

after their names. ,

Profits on Sales.—Of course, such physicians

lose no chance of dosing, and pill, potion, and

powder are freely directed, and in such quanti

ties, too, as to induce an observer, not behind the

curtain, to erroneously suppose that enormous

supplies of medicine are being taken. If the

doctor cannot procure a store himself, he makes

an arrangement with a druggist, who charges to

his account every prescription that beare his sig

nature, and hands over each week from 8 ?. j to 60

per cent of the gross amount. Many a fifty per

cent, have I, in after times, paid doctors, and

most gladly, too, as the following statements will

show:

R. Sacchar. Alb. gn. xii.
Pulv. Rhei. grs. ij. M
Et div. in Pulv. No.

Take While Sugar 12 grs.
, Powdered RhabarD 2 grains.

No. viii. X. | Mix, and put in eight paper*.

A single powder pays 64 cents ; more than one,

S cents each ; so that the above would be 86 cts.

The labor and material costs under a cent ; so

that, after paying 12J cents commission, over 11

cents clear profit would remain.

R. Tart. A DL grs. v. I Take Tartar Emetic 2 graias. Pore
Aqua Pura, 3viij. | fpump) Water 1-2 pint. Mis.

M. X. j Charge, with rial, 4s. 6d. ; first oort,
| with vial, 2 c

Volunteer Patients.—The last prescription

was a favorite one with a certain doctor, who, by

not coloring the mixture, gave rise to unjust sus

picions that he ordered nothing but water. An

incident occurred, however, that completely ex

onerated him from all such injurious surmises in

future. One Sunday afternoon, he had directed

his usual medicine for a child affected with some
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symptoms of inflammation of the chest. One of

the children of the family had been sent to the

store with the prescription, got it prepared, and

just returned as dinner was finished. It was on

an occasion when several friends were present,

and all had been eating heartily, and were in

Suite a merry humor. The vial was taken from

le boy, handed around, and comments freely

given. " It is nothing but water," said one. " I

am sure of that fact," said a second. " I will

take a dose," said a third ; and the rest agreed to

follow the example, and all thought it would be

fine fun. Each joyously took a tea-spoonful, and

in less than twenty minutes the proposers of the

measure grew pale, deadly sick, and vomited;

while the rest, either through sympathy or the

effect of the medicine, followed the same course

In great alarm, the doctor was sent for ; and,

after some hours, all was right again, and

things as before, except that the company were

taught to distrust the evidence of the senses;

and the doctor's reputation received an impetus,

the force of which is not wholly spent at the

present day. Though the instances given of the

first cost of prescriptions are extreme, yet it

would be difficult to write one whose retail

price would be two shillings, and first cost more

than two cents.

English Drug Importations.—In former days,

the markets were filled with the most wretched

articles of English manufacture, the exporters

relying on American ignorance to escape detec

tion. What would have been unsaleable in any

other part of the world, was shipped to our

shores by the cargo, and so greedily received,

that, not content with palming off the worst

upon us, they actually began to Juanufa6ture

imitations, expressly for Yankee land. When

at last discovered, the evil had risen to so great

a height, that legislative interference became

necessary for our protection, and Congress was

forced to pais a law, appointing special inspect

ors to be attached to the custom-houses of our

chief sea-ports. Last year, as an instance, the

agent at New York threw overboard several

thousand dollars worth of medicines as worth- '

less. Though the connivance of importers still !

floods the market, yet the check has a decided

effect, and will tend in a measure to remedy

the evil.

Sale of Patent Medicines.—In my day, as in

the present time, the drug stores were filled with

all kinds of patent medicines, from the sale of

which they derived no mean item of their receipts.

It was before the proprietors of such compounds

had their eyes fully opened to their danger, and

were only too anxious to have drug stores for

their agencies. When a bottle of a particular

stuff was sold only now and then, no special

attention was paid to it, and the purchaser

could procure the genuine, without bestowing

a world of trouble in examining the figures

and signature on the labels, as he would a bank

note by the " Detector." But if the medicine was

advertised, and there was a good run, the matter

assumed a different character. Fac-simile labels

and bills were easily procured, and an imitation

soon prepared and dispensed. Just enough was

ordered from the proprietor to ward off suspicion,

and keep him advertising ; though, no doubt,

many a poor fellow thus placed has wondered

that his pocket did not fill in a commensurate

ratio with his growing fame. At last, however,

the secret leaked out and the knowing ones at

tempted to ward off sharing the profits with the

drug stores, and so put their medicines for sale

in fancy shops, groceries, and bakeries ; but all

in vain, for the preparations were imitated, and

so much undersold to the agencies, that they

readily bought them, playing the apothecaries'

game at second hand.

Composition of Patent Medicines —It is diffi

cult for one person to keep a secret ; but when

a large number are in possession of it, its reten

tion becomes almost impossible. In this manner

the employees of patent medicine traders, in the

nature of things, discover the composition of the

remedies, and the matter soon becomes public.

Probably the great number of imitations perfectly

represent in every respecjt the Simon Pures ; so

that no harm is done the public or any one else,

except that the original getter-up pays more

than his share for advertising. Many of these

dealers are great geniuses, if, as some suppose,

that genius is the faculty of discovering resem

blances between things too remote for the com

mon mind to link ; for the names of many of

their medicines have no connection whatever

with the ingredients supposed to be represented.

Consumption Syeups.—Within the last ten

years, fortunes have been acquired by the sale of

syrups of liverwort, for the cure of consumption.

Not a particle of the herb from which they are

named do they contain ; and perhaps it is well

they do not, as the plant has little or no medici

nal properties, and the syrups are useful at times

in diseases of the mucous membranes. They owe

the power in consequence of holding suspended a

solution of balsam of copaiva in sugar and water

—one ounce of the balsam to a quart of syrup.

A pint bottle, sold for a dollar, costs about eight

cents, all expenses included. The liverwort is

now giving place to wood naphtha, made in the

same way, and at nearly the same price.

Sarsaparilla Syrups.—The peculiar flavor of

sarsaparilla is well imitated by wintergreen ; so

lhat wholesale dealers, for soda-water purposes,

dissolve some two ounces of the oil of winter-

green in half a pint of alcohol, and put the mix

ture into the bung of a barrel of fair molasses.

Replacing the bung, they roll the barrel about

until the whole is well mixed, and then, shaking

occasionally, draw freely. For medicinal pur

poses, into every quart bottle of the molasses,

thus prepared, two grains of muriate of mercury,

(corrosive sublimate, or bed-bug poison,) dissolved

in a tea-spoonful of alcohol, is introduced. The

poor victim, while swallowing his dearly-priced

poison, is congratulating himself that he is too

cute to employ a mercury doctor to salivate him.

The herb whote reputation is so widely extended

is inert, and the corrosive sublimate is added to

<
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make it active, which most of these syrups are

in a certain degree.

Red Drops —The many advertised prepara

tions under this name differ only from the sar-

saparilla panaceas, in being much stronger and

more dissolved in colored alcohol, without the

addition of syrup.

Soothing Struts for Children Teething.—

These are made by mixing an ounce of the solu

tion of morphine (the active principle of opium)

with a quart of simple syrup, and coloring with

saffron. As they are directed to be merely rub

bed on the gum, it is only now and then that an

infant dies from their administration ; their gen

eral effect being to induce a deadly lethargy.

Pills for Puan/yiNO the Blood.—Morrison's

pills were the great specific for all disorders in

my day ; Brandreth's superseded them, and for

a time gained pre-eminence; and now the honors

are divided among some half dozen. They are

all composed of the same ingredients—aloes,

gamboge, and Castile soap—generally in equal

proportions, though sometimes varying, if gam

boge is dear. It is the property of aloes, the

moment a sufficient quantity gets dissolved in

the stomach, to cause the bowels to throw off

their contents, of course including the medicine.

It may easily be perceived that in ordinary cases

the quantity of pills taken does not intensify the

effect ; and thus the venders constantly reiterate,

" Don't be afraid—take plenty—dose from two

to sixty or seventy 1" Now and then, from some

unlucky obstruction in the bowels or inactivity

of the stomach, so much of the mass becomes

dissolved as to kill before it is ejected.

Cough Candies.—These are now the fashion

able remedies. They are made by adding a

solution of tartar emetic to the molasses or syrup,

which is boiled down to form the candy. They

are elega.no preparations, without smell or taste

beyond what the su^ar gives, or the vender adds.

I am sorry to say, that cough candy is a h:ghly

dangerous luxury ; not only occasioning sickness

at stomach and vomiting, but also that it is not a

very difficult matter to swallow enough, from the

poison it contains, to cause death.

Hair Oils.—In reviewing the syrups, candies,

and pills, I have given information enough to put

the public on their guard against advertised in

fallibilities ; so that if any of my readers will

bite when the bait is presented in future, they

may at least be aware that a hook is concealed,

and have the grace not to grumble when caught.

I have not thought it worth while to mention the

poisonous compounds sold under the name of cos

metics ; for it is not probable it would deter those

who use them from beautifying themselves. I

would mention to those in the habit of using

" hair oils," that they purchase from those vend

ers who make their " bears' grease" from frosh

lard, and do not scent it too highly, as salted lard

and essential oils are apt to grizzle the hair and

give it a reddish color, on account of the irrita

tion they excite. For those who will glots the

covering of their craniums, Macassar oil is the

best. This is a valuable preparation, imported

from the Orient by a London house. It is ob

tained by distillation from a rare and costly

plant, and the secret was obtained from an Indian

(East Indian) princess—that is to say, it is made

by adding an ounce of Alkand root (a drug which

imparts a beautiful red color to oils) to a gallon

of good olive or sperm oil, allowing it to remain

until the desired tinge is imparted; and then,

after the whole is filtered, scenting with oil of

thyme.

The reader is by this time pretty well ac

quainted with the portals of the temple ; and the

next number will introduce him into the struc

ture itself, in the shape of a Medical College.

TREATMENT OF OASES BY FRIESSNITZ.

BY DB. ROOF — FROM HIS ORAEFENBEBQ JOURNAL.

Acute Bronchitis —Mr. G , a gentleman

from Tyrol, had been troubled a long time with

a spasmodic cough, accompanied by a sore throat.

His constitution had been much impaired, and

his health in all respects quite destroyed by a

long residence in a hot and debilitating climate.

In this prostrated state he came to Graefenberg.

After being about two months under treatment,

he was attacked with acute bronchitis. Priess-

nitz ordered fifteen Leintuchs (packing sheets)

per day. Five were to be in immediate success

ion of half an hour each, except the last, in which

he was to remain longer ; from this he was placed

in a tepid shallow bath, and rubbed for half an

hour, having water poured occasionally over the

head, and during the half hour going at least

three times into the wamne (plunge), then a little

exercise in the room. This process was repeated

until the fifteen were taken, five at a time, and

followed by the tepid bath; if strength failed for

exercise, he went to bed. Drank water frequent

ly, in small quantities. During the intervals the

patient was sometimes attacked with chills or

fever; in either case he was put for a short time

in the cold bath, and rubbed briskly. Umschlags,

(bandages) quite wet, were worn aroond the

throat, and changed every half hour. This treat

ment was continued about a fortnight, when the

inflammation entirely subsided, and the throat

was cured, not only from this acute attack, but

the old chronic difficulty disappeared.

During this treatment, the patient's diet was

sour milk only.

Acute Hepatitis—A gentleman suffering from

chronic hepatitis of long standing, came to Grae-

fenberg for cure. While under treatment the

disease assumed the acute form. Mr. Priessnitz

ordered leintuchs, morning and evening, and tepid

bath for half an hour after each, being constantly

rubbed; and occasionally plunging into the cold

bath, but always returning immediately to the

tepid. He then took a little exercise. During

the day three or four sitz baths were taken, of

one and a half hours each, in cold water ; chang

ing the water every half hour, and rubbing the

diseased parts constantly. Bandages, covering

the region of the liver, were continually wor_i.
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This treatment was continued about six days,

when the disease was conquered and the patient

cured.

Hoopino-Codqh.—Envelop the child in the wet

sheet in the morning for half an hour, or more,

which must be followed by a tepid shallow bath,

(say 85°). In the evening, rubbing sheet. Well-

covered bandages should be worn on the throat

and chest, and changed as often as they become

dry. During violent attacks of cougning, rub

thoroughly the throat, chest, back, and soles of

the feet, with hands dippei in cold water. The

patient should be assiduously watched during the

time of the envelopment, in order to guard

against a paroxysm, which might come on whilst

in it Should this happen, the child should be

raised up or held in the arms. The patient should

be allowed to drink freely of water before break

fast, and at any other time when the stomach is

empty. The water used should be tepid (60°) ;

entire cold water would too much affect the

already excited organs of swallowing. The pa

tient should also be directed to exercise in the

open air, but be carefully guarded from taking

cold. The chest especially should be well cov

ered, and the feet kept perfectly warm. Hot

rooms to be strictly avoided. Diet should consist

of plain, simple food.

For Worms.—Wash the entire body, every

morning and evening, in tepid water. Also give

three or four injections of water, at 61°, every

day (from four to six ounces each time), and let

the child drink copiously of water. Apply to

the stomach and bowels wet bandages, care:fully

covered, in order to prevent taking cold while

in the air. This will generally be sufficient to

expel the worms. Very often, however, a strong

er treatment is necessary ; in this case, envelop

the child in the wet sheet every morning, for

half or three fourths of an hour, and after it, give

a shallow bath at 70°. Also give sitz baths in

the afternoon, from twenty to thirty minutes.

This treatment should be continued some time

after the worms have been expelled. The diet

should be very strict, avoiding all heavy, flatulent,

and greasy food.

In our next number, we shall report the fol

lowing cases :—Prolapsus Uteri, Spinal Irritation,

Dysmenorrhea, Catarrh, General Debility, Jaun

dice, <fcc.

LEGALIZED HCTMBTJGGER? !

A CASE OP TTPHOID FEVER.

BY DH. WM. A. ALCOTT.

Tmc views I entertain in regard to the present

rctice of medicine, and the value I set on water

remedial purposes, may, in some good degree,

be inferred from the following statement of facts :

A few months since, as I was about retiring to

rest, one night, I received, by Telegraph, the fol

lowing communication :

*' For Dr. Wm. A. Alcotl, Wert Newton, Mm.
'* J. B. is but just alive—deranged—Dr. Alcott is requested to

come on immediately.'*

Availing myself of the first opportunity to tra

vel by railroad, I was soon on the spot, though

the distance was nearly 1 60 miles. Just before I

arrived, I met with his physician, who said, '* J.

is rather better."

I found bim under the care of his wife and

sister, as attendants. As they resigned their

charge to me, I asked to see the directions ; upon

which the sister produced the following, written

in pencil, by the physician.

"Give a tea-spoonfa] of the Quinine mixture, at 5— 9—1
Give a powder (Dover'i powder) at 6—10—2
Give a tea-spoonful of Nitre, ax 7—11—3
Give two tea spoonfuls of brandy, at 8—12—4."

Till this moment I had scarcely thought of de

parting from my own rule, viz.—Follow the pre

scription of your physician, or else dismiss him at

once. But I now looked at and examined the pa

tient, and studied his case. He was about 84

years of age, of general good health and habits,

nearly six feet high, and tolerably muscular. He

was, however, a little inclined to scrofula, and he

had of late used some tea and tobacco. But by

a series of recent infractions of physical law, and

in consequence of embarrassment in his affairs,

he had become greatly depressed in body and

mind, and had sunk down into a severe typhoid

fever.

His mental derangement was nearly gone

when I arrived, but there was still much fever,

sleeplessness, a dry skin, and large bilious eva

cuations. I had come as an attendant, and not as

a medical adviser; but I resolved to act for the

night, both as physician and attendant.

I saw very clearly that what he most needed

was rest and sleep ; and this I resolved he should

have, if possible, whatever became of the medi

cine, or the wishes of the physician.

Meanwhile, I sat by his bedside, and continued

to study his disease. What does all this mean I

I said to myself Why all this array of warlike

implements ? What indication is there of the ne

cessity of alcohol, quinine, morphine, opium, ipe

cac, nitre, <tc.? He is burning with fever ; shall

we add fuel to the fire ?

My mind was soon made up. Although habit

and blind feeling (feeling is always blind), the

physician, a wife, two mothers, and: several other

friends were against me, I resolved to do what I

could.

The medicine was untouched ; and he was suT-

feredtjrindeed, encouraged—to sleep all he could.

This, it is true, was very little ; but then it was

much to him, with such an agitated nervous sys

tem. Whenever he awaked from a brief nap, I

asked him if he would have some water ; and

generally obtained an affirmative reply. At first

he drank it very cautiously, but at length pretty

freely, especially when his fever was high.

Tlx.! physician came at daylight, and nro-

nounced him " doing well." I told him, frankly,

what I had done, and why. He treated me in his

usual gentlemanly manner; but, with his views,

could not of course approve of my omitting the

quinine and brandy.

But I was now fully resolved to pursue my

own way, and " take the responsibility." I com
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municated the secret to his sister, who was to aid

me that day, and who, as I soon found, had given

him no medicine for the twelve hours next pre

vious to my arrival. She did not hesitate to

unite with me in carrying out the no-medicine

plan ; and to follow me in the use of water, both

externally and internally, especially when he was

hot and dry.

All now went on well for several hours, till one

or two highly bilious evacuations renewed the

fears of those around him, that diarrhcea would

come on, and induced them to urge the use of

the stimulants, and indeed to give them in part,

when I and my " colleague " were absent. And

during the early part of the succeeding night, and

till two o'clock next morning, he came again under

a full quinine and brandy treatment. At this

hour I was again at my post. There was an in

creased dryness of the skin, and tightness of the

pulse, though he still slept quietly at times, was

perfectly sane, and breathed freely.

The next morning the physician took me aside,

and with due deference to my superior years, Ac ,

insisted on a continued use of the stimulants. I

remonstrated, but could not convince. Besides,

the attendants generally bad become so far ac

quainted with my " heterodoxy," as to become

alarmed. As I was now obliged to leave him, I

deemed it best, in order to give the patient a

chance of recovery, "in spite of medicine," to

" give up the ship."

1 did not, however, wholly abandon him till the

third day, but continued to give him water when

ever I could. I also had his feather bed exchanged

for a straw one; ventilated the room frequently,

Ac , Ac. ; all which the physician approved after

it teas done. But on the third day, finding him

not at all improving, and the physician and prin

cipal friends incorrigible, I left him.

For three or four weeks he continued suspended,

as it were, midway between life and death—with

a preponderance, for the most part, downward.

More than once was he " given over " by his

friends ; and once at least by his physician The

strong medicines were plied from time to time, as

he was able to bear them ; though always with

doubtful results. The use of water, though not

absolutely forbidden, by the physician, was

deemed a thing of no consequence by his atten

dants : and indeed, for the most part, denied him.

One individual—the sister—persevered in her en

treaties, that this most grnteful agent might be

allowed him, and that the medicine might be

omitted, as it evidently increased the tempera

ture and dryness of bis skin, if not the mental

aberration. But her entreaties were in vain.

However, the young man recovered, in spite of

medicine, as mankind often do Human nature

is tough. Mankind are made to live, rather than

to die. But they sometimes live under circum

stances to which death might be preferable. This

young man was left with a large ulcer on the

loins—afever sore, I presume, it will be called—

but which I prefer to call a medicine sore. His

constitution is, moreover, much impaired. Of

bis purse I need not speak.

The following is extracted from a letter writ

ten to his physician, when he began to be conva

lescent—to which the writer' has as yet received

no reply.

" I was not without hopes (this was at my ar

rival) that you would adopt the no-medicine

treatment. But I soon discovered the difficul

ties under which you labored, and they seemed

likely to be insurmountable. I saw first, tliatyou

entertained a sort of confused confidence in medi

cine per te. Secondly, that if you were to adopt

my plan (orthopathy), you would feel yourself in

the condition of David in Saul's armor. Thirdly,

that you would have had all the friends of the

patient except E., and perhaps one more, against

you. The patient, it is true, would have been

with you, except for the faithlessness of the rest

In these circumstances, what had I to expect, or

what had you ? Who could have withstood the

fears, and croakings, and insinuations of near re

lations ? Take away their dearly beloved medi

cine, and like the man of Mount Ephraim, they

exclaim, ' Ye have taken away my gods, and

what have I more ?' "

Now, sir, can you have a doubt that except on

account of these difficulties J— would have recov

ered much sooner without medicine than with it ?

It were impossible for me to have. I am per

fectly satisfied that so far from requiring brandy,

morphine, quinine, or any other active medicine,

the case was one which only required to be let

alone—except to give nature a fair chance. I

mean that it was so in the abstract.

If your patient recovers, he will recover des

pite of the medicine he has taken, and not on ac

count of it; nor will his constitution be as good

afterward as before. Such cases, I say again,

are far less manageable with medicine than with

out it. And when I Bay this, I mean what I say.

I care not (so much) whether it be given by a

physician of the old Bchool or the new ; whether

he be a botanic or a mineral man—an allopa-

thist, a homoeopatbist, or a hydropatbist.

The truth is, dear sir, that while I am a be

liever in no system of medicine, I am, in a certain

sense, a believer in them all ; for there is some

thing to be learned from them all ! They are

all leading us to one grand issue, which it is not

at all difficult to predict. Within a short time—

it may be 500 years, for that in history is a short

time, but it may be in 50—all sensible and truly

learned medical men, as a general rule, will give

no medicine at all. Their object will be to place

their patient under the laws of God, physical and

moral. And they will then be able to do this :

because the public mind will be so far enlightened

that the difficulties you and I have to encounter

will not present themselves. Disease will not be

regarded as a destroying, but as a restoring pro

cess. All the modern systems of medicine, from

that to which you and I were brought up, down

to hydropathy, regard disease as a pulling down

process, and seem to recognize the presence of a

foe, whom, in some shape or other, they must com

bat and overcome, or the patient will die. Dis-

I ease is a building up, not a pulling down process
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I have said that in due time, they will, as a

general rule, give no medicine. I will not say

that they will never give any ; but I seldom find

occasion for any, even now. Emetics, you know,

the French, of the " Louis" school, are already

giving up ; cathartics are also going " by the

board," only more gradually. But I would sooner

retain these than alterations in any form. J.'s

case required and imperatively demanded good

nursing and attendance—attention to the non-na

turals—-and that was alL There is not the slight

est evidence that medicine—except air and

water—has done him any permanent good. But

if no good, it haB done him much harm. Medi

cine is a sword with two edges. Had you dared

to place him under law, and trust to Nature un

impeded and unobstructed, it would have been

better for him, by at least 60 per cent.

Understand me on this point. I do not charge

the Medical Faculty, or any member of it, with

malice aforethought, or even with wrong inten

tion. I repel, as much as any man, the idea that

physicians keep people sick a long time, for the

sake of the emolument.

I will add one fact to which I have before only

adverted very indistinctly. In several instances,

when the mental derangement was somewhat

high and increasing, the judicious and steady ap

plication of cold water to the head gradually re

duced the excitement, and was exceedingly grate

ful to the patient. The friend who used the

water was most deeply and fully convinced by

these experiments of the superiority of water to

medicine, in removing the mania of typhoid

fever ; arid no persuasion or entreaty would, as

I suppose, be sufficient to restore her former con

fidence in the latter. She will live and die a

hydropathist ; or perhaps she will even find the

more excellent path of orthopathy. In any event,

one person is emancipated from humbuggery of

the worst kind which ever disgraced the world.

THE NATURAL TERM OF LIFE.*

Dr. Hi t eland, in his Macrobitic, a work which

has been translated into nearly all European lan

guages, after citing numerous cases of extreme

longevity, says, " We ought to have some fixed

ideas as to what ought to be the true term of

life; but we can hardly imagine to what an ex

tent doctors differ on this point. Some assign to

man extreme longevity, while others cut life

very short. We might be tempted to believe

that death occasioned by old age was the true

term of man's life ; but a calculation established

upon such a basis would lead us into great errors,

in an artificial state like ours." And this, in fact,

is the very error into which people have fallen.

The learned Lichtenberg declared that the se

cret had been discovered of inoculating people

with old age before their time; ana added,

* Front " Hydropathy for the People," a most useful
snd interesting work, abounding in statistics and arguments of
rut importance to the great mass of the people, now in pro
em of republication by Fowlers & Wells.

" We see, every day, men thirty or forty years

old, presenting all the appearance of decrepi

tude, deformity, wrinkles, gray hairs, and other

defects, which one only expects to find in men of

eighty or ninety years of age." To the inquiry,

" How long, in general, can man live P faett an

swer, " from one hundred and fifty to one hun

dred and seventy, and even two hundred years.''

Haller, who collected most of the cases of

longevity known in Europe in his time, gave ex

amples of more than one thousand persons who

attained to 100, and 110 years; sixty persons

from 1 10 to 120 ; twenty-nine from 120 to 180 ;

fifteen from 133 to 140 ; six from 140 to 160;

and one to 169 years. From the statistics of Rus

sia, it appears that, in 1SS0, there were in that

country, among others, the following instances of

longevity : one hundred and twenty persons who

had reached from 1 10 to 120 years ; one hundred

and twenty-one from 120 to 129; three from 125

to 130; five from 130 to 140; one to 145 ; three

from 1*0 to 156; one to 180 ; and one to 165.

In the tables of mortality for England and Wales,

commencing at 1818, and ending with 1S30, be

ing a period of eighteen years, we find that from

the age of eighty-one to that of one hundred

and twenty-four, upward of 245,000 persons were

buried, of whom more than seven liundred ex

ceeded one hundred years.

In giving a more detailed account of individ

uals in different a<;es and countries, who have

been remarkable for health and longevity, we

may mention Democrates, the searcher of na

ture, a man of good temper, and serene mind,

who lived in good health to one hundred and nine

years. Zeno, the founder of the Stoical sect,

and a master of the art of self-denial, attained

nearly to the age of one hundred years. Pole-

mon, of Athens, in his youth led a life of de

bauchery and drunkenness ; but when about thir

ty years of age, he entered the school of Zeno-

crates, when in a state of intoxication : he wax

so struck with the eloquence of the Academician,

and the force of his arguments, that from that

time he renounced his dissipated habits, and

adopted the principles of the " Nature's Bever

age Society"—drinking no other bevernge than

water. He died at an extreme old age.—S«

Tern. Bibliolh. Clot*, in loco. Cato, who was said

to have had " an irou body, and an iron mind,''

was fond of a country life, a great enemy to

physicians, and lived to near one hundred

years.

A very remarkable collection, in regard to the

duration of human life, in the time of Vespasian,

has been presented to us by Pliny, from the

records of the census, a source worthy of great

credit. It there appears that, in the year when

that numbering took place, the seventy-sixth of

our era, there were living in that part of Italy

which lies between the Apennines and the Po

only, 124 men who had attained to the age of 100

j years and upward, viz. : fifty-one of 100 ; fifty-seven

of 110; two of 1 26 ; four of 1 30 j four of from 1 82

to 137 ; and three of 140. Besides these, there

were living in Parma, five men, three of whom
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were 120, and two were 130; in Placentia, one

of 180; at Facentia, a woman of 132; and in

Velligacian, a small town near Placentia, there

were living ten persons, six of whom were 1 10,

and four were 120.

Francis Secardia Hongo died a. d. 1702, aged

114 years, ten months, and twelve days. He left

behind him forty-nine children—was never 6ick

in his life. His sight, hearing, memory, and agility

were the surprise of all who knew him. At 1 10,

he lost all his teeth ; but he cut two large ones, in

his upper jaw, the year before he died. He

never used to drink strong drinks, coffee, etc. ;

never used tobacco ; and his only drink was

water. His habits, in other respects, were tem

perate.

In the " Miscellanea Curiosa" may be found an

interesting account of a man 120 years of age,

without the loss of a tooth, and of a brisk and

lively disposition, whose only drink, from his

infancy, was pure water.

Sinclair, in bis " Code of Health, etc," speaks

of the famous civilian, Andrew Tieraqueaus,

who is said, for thirty years together, to have

given yearly a book, and by the same wife a

sen, to the world, and who lived to a good old

age. He never drank anything but water, from

his infancy.

In the year 1792, died in the duchy of Hol-

stein, an industrious day-laborer, named Sten-

der, in the 103d year of his age. His food,

for the most part, was oatmeal and buttermilk.

He rarely ever ate flesh; he was never sick,

and could not be put out of temper. He had

the greatest trust in Providence ; his chief de

pendence was in the goodness of God, which

no doubt greatly conduced to his health and

longevity.

Ant Senish, a farmer of Puy, in Limoges, died

in 1770, in the 111th year of his age. He la

bored till within fourteen days of his death.

His teeth and hair remained, and his sight had

not failed him. His usual food was chestnuts

and turkey-corn. He had never been bled, nor

used any medicine.

Died, on the 26ih of June, 1 83S, at Bybrook,

Mrs. Letitia Cox, upward of 1 60 years of age.

She declared she had never drank anything but

water during the whole of her life; as did also

another woman, at Holland Estate, who died

eighteen months before, at the age of 140.

Lewis Cornaro, a Venetian nobleman, died at

Padua, in 1506, at above 100 years of age. In

early life be had been very intemperate, and

consequently greatly diseased. From his thirty-

fifth to his fortieth year, his life was a burden to

him. By a regular way of living, he repaired

his health, in a remarkable manner: and in his

eighty-first year says, "I am free from appre

hension of disease, because I have nothing in my

constitution for a disease to feed upon—from the

apprehension of death, because I have spent a

life of reason. I know that, barring accidents, no

violent disease can touch me. I must be dissolv

ed by a gentle and gradual decay, like oil in a |

lamp, which affords no longer life to the dying

taper. But such a death cannot happen of a

sudden."

Richard Lloyd died near Montgomery, aged

132 years and ten months. He was a tall, strong,

upright man ; had no gray hairs ; had lost none

of his teeth ; and could see to read without spec

tacles. His food was bread, cheese, and butter,

for the most part ; and his drink whey, butter

milk, or water, and nothing else. But being per

suaded by a neighboring gentleman to eat flesh-

meat, and drink malt liquor, he soon fell off, and

! died.

Dr. Lower speaks of a man in the north, aged

1 20, who had been accustomed to eat very little

animal food, but lived upon oatmeal pottage and

potatoes, ami sometimes he took a little milk.

He was a laboring man, and never remembered

being sick.

Dr. E. Baynard gives an account of one Seth

Unthank, then ;1706) living at Bath, whose chief

drink was sour buttermilk. He was wonderfully

nimble, and, not above two years before, had

walked from Bath to London, 106 miles, in two

days, and came home again in two days more.

His uncle was 120 years old when he died, and

had been one of the Bishop of Durham's pension

ers. The doctor also speaks of one John Bailee,

of Northampton, whom he visited, then living, in

his 129th year. He says he had a very strong

voice, and spake very loud ; and told the doctor

he had buried the whole town (except three or

four) twenty times over. " Strong drink," quoth

the old man, "kills 'em alL" He was never

drunk ; his drink was water, small beer, and

milk; and his food, for the most part, was brown

bread and cheese. He cared not much for flesh-

meats.

Mrs. Hudson lived 105 years, and then died of

an acute disease, brought on by catching cold.

She could see to thread a needle at that age.

Her food was very little else than bread and

milk, all her lifetime.

Louis Wholeham, of Ballinamona, Cork, died

at the age of 1 18 years and seven months. He

had not lost a tooth, nor had he one gray hair on

his head. His diet, all through life, was mostly

potatoes and milk ; but, on an average, be had

flesh one day in the week, until the last ten

years, when he took a dislike to it, and could not

eat it It is a remarkable fact, showing how

we cling to life, that he declared, on his death

bed, that he should have been more resigned

to die eighty years ago than he was at that

time.

Joice Heth, of America, was being exhibited

in several of their large towns, at the age of 162 :

and when asked what was her food, said, "Com-

bread and potatoes is what I eat."

Francisco Lupatsoli, of Smyrna, lived 118

years. He drank nothing but water and milk ;

having used neither tea, coffee, etc. He lived

chiefly upon bread, figs, etc. He could hear well,

and see without spectacles, even to the last

Zeno is said to have died at the age of ninety-

eight years, having never experienced any sick

ness or indisposition whatever.
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HEMORRHOIDS, OR PILES.

BY MARY 8. GOVE NICHOLS.

The doctrine of nervous contractility explains

many mysteries in the human economy. The

bet that all functions are performed by the nerv

oils energy, and that depravation of the functions

is the consequence of the feebleness of this en

ergy, whether it results from waste, or is conge

nital, should be borne constantly in mind in con

templating our diseases. Our blood circulates to

every tissue, and gives healthy nourishment, so

long as the nervous energy in the coats of the

blood-vessels is sufficient to contract the vessels,

and send on the vital current. When this vital

energy is lacking from birth, or from waste, we

have feebleness and Imperfection of function in

different portions of the economy. Matters des

tined for the different tissues, or destined to be

cast out of the system as effete, or hurtful, are

left in organs where they do not belong—as the

longs, the liver, the spleen and kidneys—or they

are left along the course of the circulation So

great is the waste of life, that there are few dis

sections of persons who are forty years of age,

that do not reveal spicula of bone in the arteries.

The bony matter is not carried as far as the

bones, because the nervous power that circulates

the blood is too feeble for the work. Our lives

are so false, so filled with over exertion, and want

of exertion, so unbalanced, so chained to the low

and the gross, that life or vital energy is continu

ally wasted, and imperfect performance of func

tions is the universal result One is afflicted

with dyspepsia, another ha3 enlargement of the

heart, or tubercles and ulcers in the lungs, or dis

ease of the liver, or gravel, or piles ; all these

diseases come primarily from a weak and defi

cient nervous energy, Which induces imperfect

circulation. In piles, the coats of the blood-ves

sels, from the want of the nervous contractile

power, sink down into enlarged sacs. They be

come what is termed aneurismal. The blood of

course moves slowly at first, like the water of a

river where the bed widens, and after a time it

becomes permanently lodged in these sacs, or

aneurismal enlargements. A morbid deposition

and growth is the consequence, and in extreme

cases, no cure is to be had without excision of the

morbid growth. After excision, the same causes

will procure the same results.

The causes of piles are whatever exhausts the

nervous energy. Some people say costiveness is

a cause. Mechanically it has a bad effect, but

piles and costiveness depend both on one cause :

the want of nervous energy. The use of drastic

purgatives, of whatever kind, wastes the vitality

of the nerves, and brings on costiveness and piles.

The abuse of the sexual passion exhausts and dis

eases in like manner. The anxious, wearing life

of our men of business, witli their utter inatten

tion to ths laws which govern life and health, are

fruitful causes of this weakness and disease. The

cure must be in the use of means adapted to the

condition of the patient. Where an operation is

necessary, it must first be performed, but I be

lieve it is often decided upon when wholly un

necessary.

The next thing is to give the patient a course

of tonic treatment, if there is general weakness.

If the patient is full of blood and life, and the

weakness and disease are local, a very spare,

plain, aperient diet, with morning and evening

enemas of cold water, and the use of the cold

sitz bath twice a day, and care not to perpetuate

exhausting causes, will soon give relief. The

morning bath of cold water should never be omit

ted on rising, and the diet should be very spare,

and very plain.

By an aperient diet, I mean brown bread, fruit,

and vegetables. Particular cases of piles require

particular directions, but no disease is more under

the control of judicious WaterCure treatment

than piles. I have never had a case that I did

not cure. The time required to perform a cure

differs in different patients, as in other diseases.

Childbieth under Water Treatment.—The

following communication affords still further evi

dence of the utility of the water treatment in

cases of childbirth.

To the Editors.—I have to acknowledge my

self much indebted to you for the many valuable

suggestions contained in your Journal relative to

the subject of health in general ; but, more es

pecially, for that information which has enabled

my wife to pass through a period of illness here

tofore severe, yet in this instance far otherwise.

Her treatment was as follows : For months pre

vious to confinement, daily use of the hip or sit

ting bath. At confinement, the period of her de

livery was not more than half as long as it had

been in all previous cases, and the attending pain

was comparatively as much less. About three

hours after delivery, she took a sitz bath at a

temperature of about 6!J degrees Fah., and at

the same time washed her hands, face, and neck

in cold spring water. These in a great degree

alleviated all pain and uneasiness. Within five

or six hours she took another bath of the same

kind, and was greatly refreshed. I would not

tax your patience with too much of detail, and

will therefore only add, that instead of keeping

her bed for days or weeks, as many do, she came

to the dinner-table with the family the next day,

as usual. On the third day she walked out in the

open air several times, and assisted in her cus

tomary household duties.

I had noticed reports of this kind in your

Journal, and though 1 expected good results from

the treatment, I must say my anticipations were

more than realized. Respectfully yours,

J. W. CVnninbax.

Throughout the vast empire of Russia, through

all Finland, Lapland, Sweden and Norway, there

is no cottage so poor, no hut so destitute, but it

possesses its vapor bath, in which all its inhabi

tants bathe every Saturday at least, and every

day in cases of sickness.
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FEBRUARY TOPICS.

BY R. T. TBALL, M. D.

Dress for Cold Weather.—Thus fur in this

latitude our winter has been mild aud open. No

epidemics have existed among nri save those common

and continually increasing one?, consumption and

convulsions. Over fifty human beings perish weekly

in this city from these complaints alone, and will

continue so to do until wc have a revolution in per

sonal and social habits, and a new order of medical

science. The few cold days yet experienced have not

afforded our citizens tho greatest inducement for

"bundling up" extensively; nevertheless, we have

seen iu the streets a pretty fair display of furs, muffs,

tippets, vietorincs, etc. Wo think considerable in-

jiry results from tho manner of using these seemingly

very comfortable contrivances. Tho great point in

defending ourselves against cold weather, as fur as

dress is concerned, is uniformity of clothing. Those

parts which are covered at all, should be kept uni

formly under the same degree of artificial protection ;

and the body should bo as nearly equally dressed

throughout as possible. For example, we should not

go with the neck bare one day, and bundle it up the

next, to expose it again in the third, and so on ; nor

wear boots and shoes alternately, as it may happen.

Inequality and irregularity of clothing produce more

ooldfl than changes of weather. It is very common

for young ladies to go with bare necks aud shoulders

about home, and when they go out, though the day

may be very warm, decorate themselves with a pro

fusion of furs simply because it is fashionable to wear

furs at this season. At the same time, they will per

haps dress their feet in lighter aud thinner shoes and

stockings, just because that arrangement too is fash

ionable. From such proceedings coughs and colds

will inevitably result.

Balls.—Wo have heretofore spoken in as strong

language as we know how to use against these

amusements as usually conducted. As this is their

peculiar season, a word more may not be inappropri

ate. We hope the reader will ever bear in mind,

that wc always strive carefully to distinguish fce-

uroen a true physiological principle, and a false

fashion of society. Dancing as a physiological ex

ercise is certainly healthful ; but its use is in the fam

ily circle, or the regulated gymnasium; or in social

parties, where whole families, old and young, meet at

proper hours of daylight for innocent recreation or

useful exertion. Night parties are wrong. God in

tended the hours of darkness and stillness for rest, not

revelry. Balls, too, have many injurious concomi

tants besides late hours, riotous eating and drinking,

violent motions, heated rooms, bad changes of dress;

In fact, they are generally mere seasons of debauch

and dissipation. Against all these things we set our

faces. The coughs, colds, and consumptions which

are traceable to the ball-room are numerous, as every

physician knows. Yet whenever social assemblages

or private family parties are dissevered from their

evil appendages, and conducted, as they should be,

like rational entertainment for rational creatures, we

shall commend them as a means not only of physical

improvement, but of domestic felicity and friendly

i neighborhood intercourse.

Croup.—A number of eases of this formidable dis

ease have occurred among children of late. We no

tice the subject now to caution those who undertake

to manage it hydropathically, never to ueglect the

general treatment. It is true that some cases have

been cured by the application of cold wet cloths to

the throat ; but it is certainly unsafe to trust to that

measure alone. Moreover, there is no possible dan

ger or harm in the wet sheet, or even the full cold

bath. On the first attack one or both should be

promptly resorted to, and repeated often until the

breathing is free and tho attendant fever entire

ly subdued. Meanwhile cold wet cloths should be

constantly applied to the throat, aud very often

changed.

Chilblains.—These inflammatory irritations upon

the feet are rather frequent at this season. They

arise in a great measure from going too near the fire

i when the feet are very cold. The transition should

always be very gradual. Wearing tight boots or

shoes is a common cause of severely painful chil

blains. To cure them, long cold foot baths, twen

ty to thirty minutes, are advisable. When highly

inflamed and painful, wear the wet bandages two or

three thicknesses during the night. To prevent them,

wear easy boots and shoes, cotton or linen stockings

or none, and bathe them often in the coldest watev.

Liebig's Theory of Animal Life.—A corres

pondent, alluding to an article on M Blistering the

Chest," in the October number, asks : " Is not yonr

I doctrine arrayed against Liebig's theory of animal

life V To some extent it is. In Liebig's theory

of nnimal life I do not believe ; nor in his theory of

disease. Both arc too purely chemical. Though

taking the liberty to dissent from many of Liebig's

conclusions, I wish to speak of him as a scholar with

profound respect. Ho is one of the greatest analyti-

; cal chemists of this or any age. He has devel

oped many facts of much importance to agriculture,

[ medicine, &c. But the man who can divide and

subdivide to their ultimate elements (as they are

called for convenience) all tho substances of the ma-

; terial universe, and tell us precisely what proportions

of oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, &c, consti-

j tutc each, is yet just as far from the true explanation

of the phenomena of life as ever ; in fact, he cannot in

this way make any approach to it. lie cannot put

his ultimate elements together again and produce

the living thing. Physiological principles—the laws

of life and health—will never be discovered in the

chemist's laboratory. In applying chemical facte, or

' rather in misapplying them to vital functions, I con-

I oeive that Liobig has run into many absurdities.
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Diktinq i» Scarlet Fever.—A Cincinnati physi

cian is oat in one of the Medical Journals in favor of

plain, simple food to mitigate the severity of this

disease whenever it is about to make its attack. This

is well as far as it goes ; but what is infinitely better

is to adopt the water-cure philosophy of eating at all

times. Then scarlet fever would never bo " about

to attack folks." The plan we recommend has one

disadvantage we must not conceal. It will entirely

supersede the necessity of calling a doctor.

Queer Intellectual Enjoyment.—One of our

city papers, in noticing the late Railroad Opening

celebration at Newburgh, mentions among the ac

companiments of on intellectual entertainment, the

following eatablei : a wholo ox, a whole hog, a whole

sheep, a wholo deer, and other animals roasted whole !

What an intellectual age we live in !

The Latitude for Consumption.—Dr. Riofrey,

whose scientific movements seem to have some connec

tion with .the mercantile movements in cod-liver oil,

has been edifying the good peoplo of Washington on

the subject ofconsumption as affected by climate and

cod4iver oil. At a late meeting at which Dr. Gate,

of Notches, Dr. Borland, of the U. S. Senate, Prof.

Henry, of the Smithsonian Institute, Prof. Maury,

and Mr. Schoolcraft, made, according to the Na

tional Intelligencer, some interesting remarks, Dr.

Riofrey said :—

" Pott mortem examinations had shown that na

ture, under certain circumstances, cures the disease.

From the extensive field of his remarks on France,

Holland, and Great Britain, it appeared that a cure

was effected whenever thin and attenuated men

change their climate and habits, one or both, and in

consequence developed a tendency to become fleshy.

He considered a high northern and southern alike fa

vorable. Ho named the American coast from lati

tude 55 deg. north to 17 deg. south as a consumptive

latitude. He deemed all the temperate latitudes un

favorable."

Can any process of reasoning which comes to so

ridiculous a conclusion be anything but a self-evident

absurdity 1 That little piece of territory considered

unfavorable to consumptives by this profound cod-

liver oleaginist, is pretty extensive after all. He

speaks of the coast between 55" north and 17^ south ;

but we know consumption, in the latitude in which it

prevails, is nearly as common in the interior as on

the coast. Therefore the fact made a question of

latitude would embrace all of the United States, one

half of British North America, a part of the Russian

Possessions, and about two-thirds of South America.

All this part of the earth's surface is doomed to con

sumption ! What stupidity of intellect or twistifica-

tion of education is that which could Utter such a re

flection on the Creator of the temperate latitudes !

It seems not to have entered into the man's imagina

tion that we can, by erroneous habits of life, produce

on ourselves consumption in any place, or by correct

ways of living avoid it everywhere. No, God has

made an immense consumptive latitude just to onable

the doctors to find employment or quacks to sell

cod-liver oil ! Isn't this a sublime idea \

I cannot see why the principle will not apply just

as well to the Eastern Continent as the Western.

Consumption prevails there to a great extont as well

as here. If we apply the rule of latitude there, it will

sweep off half of Europe, three-fourths of Asia, four-

fifths of Africa, and all of the Indies. All are con

sumptive latitudes ! I would not waste/ time and

brains in noticing such trash but for the fact that

the world is full of it, in fact governed by it.

Quackery.—It is slightly amusing to read, in the

various medical journals of tho day, tho continual

ding dong, sing song, " often loud but never long,"

attempts to account for the general diffusion of

quackery. It is confessed that quackery is alarm

ingly prevalent, and constantly gaining on the regu

lar profession. But the why of this is amazingly

perplexing. One thinks it is all owing to a " love of

the marvelous" on the part of the people, as though

anything could be further beyond tho reach of reason

than allopathic theories. Another thinks the profit

able business of doctor-making at the medical schools

is a principal cause, by crowding the profession with

diplomatized M. D.'s, not half made up, whose man

ifest ignorance and incompetency bring discredit on

the whole faculty. Be the difficulty in a marvel-

loving public, or the doctor-manufacturing professors,

there are some things very pertinent and some things

rather impertinent in the following remarks of Dr-

Golloupe, of Lynn, Moss. :—

" The country is annually deluged with physicians,

not one in a score of which is anywhere needed ; and

this is done, not for the benefit of tho people, or the

doctors, but for tho doctor-makers. Many, after de

voting their time, talents, money, and perhaps sacri

ficing their health, in pursuit of the arcana ofPhysic,

are doomed to sad disappointment.

" The consequences ot this are most deplorable. As

they cannot all obtain a lucrative business (simply

becauso there is not enough for them all) in an hon

orable way, they must either resort to dishonorable

means or seek some other road to wealth and fame.*

The number who pursue the former course is legion :

among them may bo found nearly all the homceo-

pathists, hydropathists, consumption doctors, &c.

These, while they are careful to let the public know

that thoy have been educated in, and received all the

advantages of the ' old-fashion way,' affect a show

of contempt for it, as if, forsooth, they had discov

ered that all the accumulated medical knowledge,

from the time of Hippocrates, is worse than nothing.

Such men, it has been said, must be 'knaves or

fools ;' but I query whether the majority of them are

not both knaves and fools."

As one who knows something ofthe advantages and

disadvantages of the " old-fashion way," I duly ap

preciate that part of the compliment intended for

" nearly all the hydropathists." By way of recipro

city, and to present the " knavery and foolery" of all

sides of the question fully and fairly before the pub

lic, I offer to abide the following proposition :—

I will discuss with Dr. G. or any other physician in

the U. States or elsewhere, in good standing among

allopathists, or with all of them together, in any pub

lic journal of respectable circulation, the relative me

rits of hydropathy and allopathy, in relation to their
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philosophy and results, leaving the universal publio

to decide according to the force of evidence. If this

proposition is not satisfactory, the following is offered

as a substitute, or both may bo accepted if pre

ferred :—

I will go to any publio hospital in this country

whero thcr* are not less than one hundred invalids

laboring under a variety of diseases, chronic or acute.

Of these I will select, after an examination of their

eases, twenty, thirty, forty, or fifty ; the other party

shall select the same number in the same way, each

party selecting one alternately. I will treat my pa

tients hydropathically, and the other party, which

may be composed of one or any number of physicians,

shall treat the others allopathically. A committee

of intelligent but non-medical men shall be mutually

agreed upon to report the result.

Or thirdly—I will accept any reasonable proposition

to test, by experiment or argument in any way, the

comparative merits of the two systems. Now, gen

tlemen, come out open and above board, or coaso

" barking behind the fence."

The Cod-Liver Oil Business.—Our allopathic

friends and well-wishers continue to drive a profita

ble speculation with this "wonder of the age."

Astonishing beyond conception, numerous beyond

calculation, and marvelous beyond expression are

the cures it is expected to perform almost ! The

irregular quacks are taken as it were by storm, at

this extraordinary coup de main of the regular em

pirics. Already they begin to dream of Othello's oc

cupation " going for to go." Tho prospect now looks

as fair as the livers of codfish are apt to be diseased

and foul, that unless the patent medicinizers trump

up some new game speedily, they aro " goners."

" For full five hundred years they'vo hung"—like

vampires upon the pockets of community, to the great

scandal of a profession bom to bleed. It will not be

80 much longer—that is, if there is any truth in the

cod-liver oil humbug. Tho faculty, we observe, are

taking the most judicious measures to keep and ex

tend their vantage-ground, in this high, lofty, and

honorable race for patronage, with patent pill ped-

Iors and perpendicular purgiDg powder manufactur

ers. We expect soon to see our medical literati, in

imitation of, and opposition to their illiterate com

petitors, come out with long strings of certificates in

the papers, and flaming advertisements with startling

heads, like: "Most extraordinary medicine in

the world !"—" trembling among the quacks ! !"

—" Consumption, thou art floored ! ! !"—" Cod-

liver oil triumphant ! ! ! !"

Already we discover the preliminary steps to this

grand finale and flourish. Dr. Riofroy, from Paris,

has been talking most learnedly about consumption

«md cod-liver oil, at a regular meeting of the Amor-

ioan Institute at Washington. Tho Boston Medical

and Surgical Journal has with prodigious sagacity

recorded that "persons who were taking cod-liver

oil for chronic difficulties during the prevalence of the

late epidemic were not affected by it ;" and a call

I has gone forth requesting physicians to communicate

the results of their experience in relation to the ther

apeutic value of cod-liver oil. If all this machinery

does not bring out "coses" enough to startle and

confound all creation, it will bo simply because the

people have made up their minds not to be hum

bugged any longer. The following certificates an

the only ones we have come across which appear to

J be duly authenticated. They are, most respectfully,

at the service of the " party of the first part."

Bunotown, Dec. 1st, 1849.

Messrs So and So :

Gentlemen—Having been long afflicted with the be-

' liefthat something or other was the matter with me, I

j couldn't tell exactly what, I was advised by my friends

• to try a bottle of your celebrated Cod Liver Oil. I

done so ; and, after taking the first swallow, I was

completely cured of a disposition which had long

haunted me to try quack medicines. One dose effect

ed a complete and radical cure, and I don't think I

shall do the like again.

Yourvery grateful and obedient servant,

Susannah Wilkins.

P. S.—You may make any us© of this certificate

you think proper for the publio good. S. W.

Certificate No. 2.

Pumpkinville, Nov. 4, 1849.

Gentlemen—Having long suffered from a pulmo

nary complaint, which drove me to the brink of the

grave, and been afflicted with nervous headaches, a

disease of the spine, weakness of sight, loss of appe

tite, tumors on my arms and legs, a cancer in my

breast, and a falling off of all the hair of my head,

as well as a general debility and a loss of hearing, I

was advised by my grandmother, who had read your

advertisement, to take several bottles of your Cod

Liver Oil. I had but little faith in the article, be

lieving that I was past cure, having been several

times given up by the doctors, and my coffin spoken

for. However, I took five bottles, and to the sur

prise of everybody lived through it. / was com

pletely relieved of five dollars, which was all the

money I had, and should have probably been re

lieved of more, if I had had it to spend, for while

there is life there is hope. I send herewith an accu

rate drawing of my purse before and after taking

your oil. The difference of appearance is striking,

and I think you should have it engraved as a picture

for the liebUls of your bottles.

With much esteem, yours,

Georoina Thomas.

APFUOABILITY OF THE WATER-CUEE IN

ACUTE DISEASES.

BY E. A. KITTKEDQE.

I said in my last " Applicability," &c, that some

of tho " first physicians" in Boston were in the habit

of using the wet sheet as a substitute for the lancet.

True, not many of them use it, but the fact that

any of them do is something, and we should bo thank

ful for tho smallest favors from our allopathic breth

ren.

Some of them use it " on the sly," and others use

it boldly, and say they " always knew it was good in

inflammations!"

Dr. Walter Channing, one of our most celebrated

professors, and world-wide renowned accoucheurs.
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uses the water a great deal, I am told, and would a

great deal more, I am convinced, if be dared to, for

he is a man up to all the reforms of the day, and el

oquent beyond most men in pulling down the rotten

fabrics which a meanly selfish society hare built np

to curse the world withal.

If he dared to, I say ; ho is an old man, nearly

seventy, and has taught and believed in the necessi

ty of drugs and lancets, &c, for years and years, and

it is not natural that a man who still is in active

practice as professor and physician, should all at

once declare to his class and the world that he had

been preaching and practicing a lie for fifty years

or so !

This applies to a vast number of others as well.

Many of the profession practice on in the old way,

because they were taught so to do, and never have

had practice enough, or brains enough, to discover

the absurdity of it ; their condemnation of Hydro

pathy is its greatest praise.

But thanks to the Lord, the cause of Hydropathy

depends not upon the breath or doings of any man, or

set of men.

No ! far, far from it. The eternal laws of truth

belong to it, and it must, and will prevail. The

question, then, to be considered is, how shall wc best

understand its principles 1

" By their fruits shall ye know them."

If the wet shoot will answer the purpose of the

lancet, to., surely it can be demonstrated.

All we have to do, then, is to appeal to the thou

sands and thousands who have tried it again and

again.

Can it be, that a man suffering from severe pleurisy

or colic, can possibly bo mistaken in regard to the

facts in his case, whether he has boon, was, oris re

lieved from his terrible pain by the wet sheet 1

Can it be, that at least one half of all our " Yan

kee Nation," who are proverbial for their " cute-

ness," can be so deceived in the matter, as to trust

the lives of themselves and children to the " Cold

Water-Cure" repeatedly, as thoy daily do, if it

was all a humbug 1

No, no, friends, depend upon it that a system so

repugnant to the sick and morbidly sensitive would

never find favor, could they any way avoid the con

clusion, that the Water-Cure, though " horrid

cold," was the cure, and the only cure.

The man of good common sense does not need

much argument to convince him that water is the

best extinguisher of firo ; and inflammation is nei

ther more nor less than fire, and such a one will

see at once that a wet shoet must perforce be a very

convenient form of applying it ; aye, what the wet

sail is to the burning house, the wet sheet is to the

burning body, and why not 1

Tho wet sheet, too, may not inaptly bo compared

to the lightning-rod ; as is the electric conductor to

the endangered building, so is the wet sheet to the

body when in danger of being consumed by the raging

heat within : only more so ; for lightning has freaks,

and won't always be led, hut the sheet never fails,

when properly applied, of relieving the overcharged

system of its superfluous heat.

The reason of this infallibility is obvious to all who

will see : it is in obedienco to the great law of nature

known to the most simple, viz., the law of equaliia-

tion of temperatures ; a cold body and a hot one,

however different, when brought into contact will

sooner or later becomo equal, " for God hath mado

them so."

But it is not simply by reducing the temperature

of the patient that the sheet operates, but, as 1 have

elsewhere said, it is one of the greatest sedatives in

the' world.

The sitz bath will often be more applicable in very

acute diseases in equalizing tho temperature than

will the sheet, for the simple reasons, that you have

more water and less covering, and less worrimcnt.

Again, the wet sheet not only equalizes tho tem

perature, but the circulation, and it is in this way, I

think, that its sedative effect is in part, at least, pro

duced.

We will now for a moment glance at the philoso

phy of this so much talked of sedative effect pro

duced by the water.

In the first place, we must premise that all pain is

the result of* unnatural, or undue pressure upon the

nerves of sensation, one of which accompanies every

artery and vein ; honce we sec that if by any means a

blood-vessel is made to carry more blood than usual,

the nerves so completely surrounded by them must

necessarily suffer from the unnatural pressure.

To illustrate this in a homely way, but one that

oven the stupidest conservative can easily understand,

it is precisely the samo in its effects upon the nerves

when a dozen globules of blood attempt to go through

a channel mado only for six, as it would be upon the

bodies of a like number of men who attempted to get

through a small door all at once, as they sometimes

do in case of firo ; and the " remedy" made use of

in the former case by bleeding physicians, is just

about as sensible as it would bo in tho latter case,

to take half of the men out of tho door-way and

throw them out of the window !

The truo and only justifiable procedure in either

case would be to invite tho impetuous particles to tho

place they had vacated ; or in other words, to per

suade some of them to come away from tho obstruct

ed passage, and thereby give the other, and ulti

mately themselves a chance for their lives, letting all

in due time go on their way rejoicing, without doing

injury to any.

Any one not willfully blind must see the superiority

of tho Water-Cure way of doing business over tho

old-fashioned way.

It is a " mighty pretty thing" to be considered a

physician who is capable of relieving his patients in

a twinkling, as it were, just by the mero scratch of an

arm, or the giving of a single pill ; and hence we see

the young disciple of Ksculapius boldly plunging

" his cursed dagger" into tho turgid vein, and ex
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claiming with the most self-conceited smirk, " I told

you so," " I know it would give you relief," &c,

&e. Poor fool, so will cutting a hen's head off save

her from having the " pip," and in the present state

of tho world the one is as much justifiable as the

other.

The question is not what will do the work quickest ,

but what will do it best .

Though, on the score of quickness, the Water-Cure

system is by far the best, /never knew a case of

colic or pleurisy that would hold out more thanfifteen

minutes after the wet sheet was applied! whereas

bleeding will not always relieve even, and never cure.

In the one cose, you relieve by removing the cause

effectually, viz., by restoring the nervous equilibri

um, and equalizing the circulation ; in the other, you

only temporarily remove tho pressure on tho affected

parts, while at the same time you increase not unfre-

quently the very difficulty you intended to remove,

by taking from the system, already debilitated, the

very life-blood thereof.

I say, therefore, and I say it boldly, that bleeding

it never necessary, for the simple reason that common

sense has taught us an altogether better, and far

more effectual way.

THE WATEH-OUHE IN PHILADELPHIA*

BY FRANK STEWART, M. D.

Philadelphia, Jan., 1850.

Gentlemen,—Enclosed please find one dollar for

my subscription for the " Watcr-Curo Journal " for

tho year 1850 ; and I wish it was in my power to

subscribe for a hundred copies instead of one, that

I might bo able to disseminate " truth " among

the afflicted.

I noticed in the January number a letter pub

lished from a postmaster in the State of Illinois, or

rather a notice of his letter, in which ho reads you a

lecture on the method of conducting the "Journal,"

and wishes you not to call the Drug practice

HARD NAMES, AS THAT WILL NOT TEND TO CONVINCE

the medical profession. Your reply is one of the

best things I have read for many a day—viz., " "We

don't care four figs for tho profession—it's tho people

we want to convince." Now that's the idea ex

actly, and that's the reason I tako the Journal—be

cause, after I read it, I can lend it to those. " not

wrapped up in official ignorance " as with a cloak,

who are glad to read it, and learn from its pages of

that pure fountain of health it treats, and of which

so little is known and understood, as yet, among

mankind.

I am, as you perceive, an M. D., being so entitled

by my diploma ; but nevertheless, am not compelled

to practice for a living, and I care not onefig for any

of the old-established usages or practioes.

I am, or profess to be, a " Reformer," and strive,

if I can, to keep up with the times. Many, too

* Not intended foe publication.—Eds. W. C. J.

many physicians, are no more capacitated for their

profession than a farmer would be for a " sailing'

master," with some theoretical knowledge. Wo

have in this city many " heroes," some, perhaps,

who, like " Saul," have slain their thousands. Un

fortunately, we have too many aspirants for such

slaughter, and toofew who dare do their duty. Soma

i have the wish, hut lack the moral courage to attempt

to stem the ourrcnt of public opulion and do what is

right ; they would rather, much rather, starve in tho

legitimate Book Pract ice ofcalomelizing than deviate.

I was a water-cure "patient " five years ago, when

in this city Hydropathy was almost unknown, and

J oftentimes my friends would give a shrug of tho

shoulders whon I would attempt to explain to them

tho series of " packings," sweatings, general and lo

cal baths, &c, that I had to undergo under the direc

tion of a man professing to bo able to treat and cure

patients under that glorious system, but who proved

himself but an arrant adventurer. I escaped by the

skin of my teeth, and the so-called Doctor, after try-

i ing his skill on some more patients, concluded to go

back to Germany and learn something of tho system.

Hydropathy is a great, a glorious, a perfect sys

tem—the only system after nature. I have studied

the Allopathic, Homoeopathic, Thomsonian, Bo

tanic, Iatroleptic, and the Eclectic or Reform

ed system of medicine : they all differ—some more,

some less—tho least objectionable of which is the Re

formed system, and for patients who have a horror

of "water," it is the best practice they oan adopt

in their families, for it will lead them eventually to

Hydropathy. The Eclectic Colleges are the only

oollegos that have moral courage enough to adviae

their students to examine into and adopt Hydro-

i pathy, and keep up with the times.

In this city we have some good Hydropathic

j Physicians who are doing well—Dr. Wkder, who

came here about one year and a halfago from Swits-

j I erland, a gentleman of deep learning and research in

' ' medicine and the collateral sciences, who is deserving

of patronage, and who, I am happy to gay, is calling

round him hosts of patients ; Dr. Mann, who is well

known to you, and who is also doing well; Dr.

Dexter, who is occasionally hero, and who is located

at the Parkville Institute, and who is highly recom

mended by all who have been under his treatment,

and who know his abilities as a " dexterous" physi

cian.

It is astonishing how many there are inquiring

about the Water-Cure, ond yet how deep-seated

; prejudice yet rests on some—but if converts increase

i in the same ratio for the next ten years as they have

during the last five, there will be needed fifty

good Hydropathic Practitioners for this vicinity

alone. I only wonder some clear-headed, thinking

allopathic student, who must have seen, by the time

ho has finished his two years " off and on" of instruc

tion, the arrant humbuggery of calomelizing, does

not look ahead and aspire higher than to be merely

a physician.
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What would oar fathers have thought forty years

ago if told their children would be taught Physi

ology and Dietetics in schools, as a part of their

education 1 Why, they would not, perhaps, have bo-

lieved it ; and if nothing else will make this genera

tion and succeeding ones think, it will be this one

thing. Will not they inquire when they arrivo at a

mature age 1 and can these inquiries be satisfied by

the monosyllabic replies of the allopath 1 will not,

then, thinking lead them to learn the natural system

of living instead of the artificial 1 and will not Hy

dropathy be then the only practice 1 I, for one, think

it will. You know it. Then God speed the

cause, for with it all the thousands of new diseases

that arc multiplying daily around us, changing in

character according to this 11 artificial mode of liv

ing" will then disappear from the face of the earth,

and a newer and brighter face appear all around us.

Pardon the length of this epistle—but I could not

let the opportunity slip without saying something

on paper, even if not personally acquainted with

yourselves.

HYDROPATHIC OOCKERy.

BY R. T. TRALL, M. D.

IK TREATING OF HYDROPATHIC CoOKERY, »S a

practical subject, we must distinguish between what

is intrinsically correct, what^may be allowed as a

matter of convenience or pleasure, and what must bo

conceded to established habits. If the Christian

minister should insist, as a condition of fellowship,

that every professed follower of the Great Teacher

regulate his "life and conversation" strictly by the

precepts of tho New Tcstamont, he would hardly

have company enough to form a society or support a

church ; yet all will allow that it is his duty con

stantly to hold up to view the principles of that book

as the only rule of true faith and good works. If the

physiological reformer provides a table precisely

adapted to the order and design of nature, tho tastes,

habits, customs, and opinions of tho great mass bo-

ing so unnatural, he would find himself almost isola

ted from society. He would, indeed, be " in advance

of the age," but perhaps too far in a lvancc to assist

in moving the world along as advantageously as he

could by a nearer position. Hence the necessity of

"journeying through tho wilderness"—the idea of

progressive reform, always reaching forward as far as

possible to correct principles, but compromising, to

some extent, for a time, with long-established habits,

in themselves greater or less deviations from physi

ological truth.

I consider it demonstrable beyond all peradventure,

(hat man is not by nature in any sense carnivorous ;

that his natural dietetic oharactcr is frugivorous. I

use this term in its widest latitude, including grains,

seeds, roots, nuts, and many of the cruder sort of

regetables, as cabbage, as well as the fruits proper.

This position has been abundantly proved by com

parative anatomy, and is confirmed by all rightly-

| apprehended human experience. I cannot, of course,

j here present any part of the arguments bearing on

( this conclusion ; suffice it to say, I have examined

i the subject in all its relations as critically as I am

I able to, and tested it by many years of personal ex"-

| periment and observation.

I do not, however, wish to be understood as speak-

! ing authoritatively in the name of Hydropathy on

this subject. Other practitioners of tho new school

i —successful onos, too, I am aware, entertain differ

ent notions. They regard flesh-meat as indispensa

ble to tho best physiological condition of the human

| being, and some of thorn even consider unbolted meal

| as too coarse, mechanical, irritating, or gross, for

tho refined stomachs of tho genus homo. Let us

I agree to disagree until further investigation shall

: make us all of ono mind ; meanwhile, let us all speak

our opinions freoly, and give our reasons candidly.

Though animal food is not compatible with tho

best and highest physical, moral, intellectual, or

spiritual condition of the human race, yd a moderate

indulgence in it is consistent with a good degree of

physiological and mental health. Moreover, in deal

ing with mankind, we must take them just as wo

find them, not as we think thoy should be. In nearly

I all civilized countries the greatest amount of tho

agricultural talent of tho people has been expended

on procuring, raising, multiplying, and improving

j animals as food; while the vegetable kingdom has

been proportionately neglected. Wc find, therefore,

that most persons are exceedingly nice, particular,

and discriminating in all the varieties of fish, flesh,

and fowl, while they are correspondingly indifferent

about tho kind, character, and quality of their fruits

and vegetables. The world, too, has been so long

miseducated in this matter, that very few persons

know anything about preparing a wholesome and

| proper vegetable diet to tho exclusion of animal food.

Taste, also, is so much a thing of habit that most

persons do not like, and will not eat many fruits

and vegetables until the depraved appetite has been

partially corrected by bettor dietetic customs. And

again, many kinds and preparations of fruits, vege-

1 tables, and farinaceous seeds seem to disagree, at

I first, with digestive powers long accustomed to more

i stimulating and more concentrated aliment. For all

I these reasons, I propose to exclude from a hydro-

jj pathic regimen, all the worst, grossest forms of ani-

I mal food, and employ a moderate quantity of tho

very best, on the principle that Moses enjoined tho

flesh-pot-loving Israelites, whom he knew would

cleave more or less unto what their souls lusted after,

to abjure tho swine, the grease, the blood, and the

unhealthy viscera, and cat only the plainest, clean

est, least putrescent, and least unheolthful animal

substances. I would always encourage tho invalid to

practice all the self-denial he can in disusing animal

food of all kinds without a painful sense of privation ;

and give him to understand that if he can in tho

end—as he surely can by sufficient perseverance—so
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change his habits and appetences as to have no de

sire for animal food, he will havo attained a position

of self-control, self-satisfaction, and physiological

happiness truly enviable

Consistently with these views, our selections

from the animal kingdom must be very limited.

Beef and mutton not over-fattened are unquestiona

bly tho very best kinds of flesh-meat ; and boiling,

broiling, or roasting, are the only admissible ways of

preparing them. Beef may be used in the shape of

broiled steak, boiled slightly corned beef, and tb,e

loan, tender pieces roasted. Of mutton, the lean parts

may bo roasted, or cut into chops and broiled or

stewed. To the above may be added a hash made of

a littlo cold meat cookod up with plenty of good po

tatoes. All these make a particular dish of animal

food for each day in tho week ; nearly as many

changes as anybody, except epicures, who " live to

eat," ought to desire. Onco a day is certainly as

often as any one ought to eat animal flesh, who

wishes to remain long in the land of the living. In

cooking animal matters, always reject the fatty por

tions, and eschew all gravies. Especially avoid eat

ing the juices, as they are called, or drippings from

roasting or broiling flesh. These arc mainly diluted

blood, and the blood is always tho most impure sub-

stanco of all animals, for tho reason that the various

excremcntitious or waste matters aro carried off

through tho medium of tho venous blood, which is

tho kind mostly left in the flesh of slaughtered ani

mals. Many persons are excessively fond of the

dark, bloody-looking fluid that oozes out from*heated

animal substances, but human stomachs should never

be tho receptaclo for such putrescent materials. Tho

common habit of soaking steaks, chops, &c, in

melted butter, is most abominable.

Many persons, on cutting down the quantity and

frequency of the animal part of their meals, will be

surprised to find how soon the desire accommodates

itself to the new habit. Poultry, to those who tptffhave

a greater variety, comes next in order. Boiling is

tho best way of preparing all kinds of fowl, taking

care to skim off all the oily matters "White fish boiled

or broiled may be occasionally employed by those

who aro determined to extend their depredations

among animals still further ; yet I think fish always

moro objectionable to sick or well than flesh-meat.

Very young or very old animals should never be

eaton, for reasons too obvious to require explanation.

Eggs, rare boiled, may be used advantageously as

substitutes for more solid animal food, but never as

an accompaniment to it. Milk is never as good as

water for a beverage ; but to those who use littlo or

no solid animal food it is not -particularly harmful,

except when it produces immediate oppression or

acidity of the stomach. Butter can only be regarded

as an indulgence ; hence the only perfect law on that

subject is—the less the better.

Old Strong Cheese, bo much prized by the ma

jority of people, is ono of tho vilest things imagina

ble. Constipation or canker is, I believo, an invari

able attendant on its nse. So much for the animal

kingdom. Tho vegetable affords us a larger field,

which I will endeavor to improve in the next number.

DEATH OF DH. DAVID RUGGLES.

BY S. SOGERS, M. D.

A Noni.E worker in the great field of Hydropathic

and hygienic reform has laid aside the habil

iments of earth, and gone to receive the reward of

that diligence, perseverance, and honesty of purpose,

which characterized his earthly career.

Dr. Rugoles was born at Norwich, Conn., 3d

mo., 1st, 1810. Ho studied medicine with Dr.

Swain, in the city of New York, until he was nearly

deprived of his sight. By his great exertions and

privations, his constitution became impaired, and his

health so precarious that the most skillful physician*

lost all hope of his recovery. Blind, sick, and desti

tute, this remarkable man struggled thus along in

the world, till taken under the protection of kind

friends at Bcnsonville, Northampton, where he

learned something of the Water-Cure, which wa»

then in its infancy in this country. He determined

to try its reputed power, and accordingly, under com

petent medical advice, pursued a thorough course of

treatment at home, which, after many hard struggles,

resulted in the restoration of health. But his sight

never returned.

Encouraged by the success which attended the uee

of water upon himself, and having carefully watched

its effect*, Dr. Rugglos commenced its application

upon others. Ho soon evinced a degree of skill, pru

dence, and admirable penetration which brought him

patients from all parts of tho Union.

But it is not for mo to tell the friends of Hydro

pathy of the enviable reputation which the indom

itable perseverance, guided by sound judgment,

gained for our lamented brothor. Ho will long live

in the grateful remembrances of tho many who have

Bought the blessings of health at his hands, and his

reputation is based upon that foundation which will

endure forever.

Of the immediate cause of Dr. Ruggles' death, I

havo not beon informed. Ho died at his residence in

Northampton, on tho 16th of December, 1849.

[Will some friend give us minutely tho particulars

of Dr. Ruggles' illness, and of the treatment em

ployed in his case 1—Eds. Jour.]

A CASE OF RHEUMATISM.

BY H. R. SCHETTERLY, M. D.

About five years since, Mrs. Hazzard, aged 47, of

Howell, Michigan, appliod to mc, at Ann Arbor, Co

bo treated for Chronic RireraATisji. Her hands

were then cramped in such a manner as to be nearly

useless, and every part of her body participated in the

painful disease. Menstruation suspended, and the
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bowels acting once in three orfour days. By very

active treatment frith Savin, Colchicum, and the Al

lopathic routine, menstruation returned twice, bowels

became regular, and she kept on gaining health and

strength for nearly two years, when the complaint

commenced returning very gradually at first, but

about four months ago a great accession of suffering

supervened, and she was "locked in ceaseless pain as

in a vice, spending her nights mostly without sleep,

in excessive torture." Her arms nearly fixed in a

position, so that she could not wash her hands nor

touch her head. The only organs which seemed to

remain untouched with the disease wore the brain,

the stomach, the heart, and the urinary organs ; and

■he perspired easily and freely.

In this situation I found her nearly four weeks since,

when my prediction made five years ago that the

spinal marrow was the seat of the disease, was fully

verified. The bowels acted only once in five to seven

days ; one of the fingers completely dislocated, and

all the rest so contracted and fixed as to be almost

entirely useless ; one knee so painful that she could

scarcely turn herself in bed, nor move even a limb

over so little without pain. Altogether it was one

of the most hopeless, desperate, and forlorn cases of

rheumatism, of fourteen years' standing, I ever saw,

and by any Allopathic treatment totally beyond

reach ; but not so to nature's own curative means.

The first prescription was a prohibition of all ani

mal food, even butter ; tea and coffee were interdict

ed. Second: cloths wrung out of water so tempered

as not to excite the least chill, and yet as cold as

possible, to be increased in coldness as the system

would bear ; clysters of cold water, repeated four to

ten times a day, to be continued till otherwiso or

dered.-

In four days the pain began sensibly to give way,

and she was requested to sing, and exercise in every

possible way. A Magnetic Machine was now pro

cured and applied twico a day, with evident ad

vantage, for one week, when it produced a slightly

disagreeable effect upon the brain, and was laid

■aide for two days. Tho application of wet cloths

was diligently continued all the time, renewed three

v four times a day. The reapplication of tho ma

chine produced such a decidedly good effect that the

attendants became remiss, and omitted the cloths

for about two days, when the pain returned with

considerable severity, and was relieved by reapplying

the cloths, at a temperature of about 70° Fahrenheit.

It was now observed that the water, of whioh sho

was advised to drink large quantities, ran off by the

urinary passages ; and tho spasm in the arms yielded

so that she could wash and feed herself, and sit up more

than an hour at a time, which she had not done for

months, longer than to make her bed. Red efflores

cent "blotches" appeared on the skin about this

time.

Treatment with the cloths and machine continued

for another week, with clysters ; at the end of which

tho bowels becamo regular, acting onco a day ; and

he could endure considerable rubbing of the wholo

body with wet towels, and without exciting pain by

the pressure. Blotches gone.

In the middlo of the following week she rode to her

daughter-in-law's, according to advice, and sat np

two or three hours that afternoon and again in the

evening, in the happiest frame of mind, almost free

from pain. But the magnetic machine had incau

tiously been left behind ; and, after several days

agreeably spent, a new accession of pain supervened,

which, it is hoped, will be again relieved, by wrap

ping in a wet sheet of nearly cold water onco a day,

to continue in it as long as agreeable, succeeded by

| effectual rubbing with wet towels, and that by a wet

1 roller, to bo renewed in the evening, round the wholo

body and limbs whero tho pain requires. As the feet,

having been uncomfortably hot, have now become

rather cold, they are to bo immersed in a warm bath

for fifteen minutes before taking the sheet, and well

rubbed.

{To be continued.)

A CHILD SUPPOSED TO BE DEAD RESTORED TO

LITE.

Messrs. Editors : —A young gentleman who

practiced Water-Cure last summer, as an amateur,

on Long Island, has just given me the particulars

of a remarkablo case, which I am sure should,

be laid beforo the readers of the Journal. In the

last of Juno my friend, Mr. T., was informed that a

neighbor of his had lost a child, three and a half

years old, by cholera. Mr. T. went immediately to

the house, and found the child laid out. He said,

" I had a feeling that tho child was not dead, and I

acted upon it. I could not tell my reasons for tho

; feeling." Ho told the parents that he did not think

the child was dead, and that he wished to try cold wa

ter. The mother was horrified at the idea of dashing

cold water over her dead child, but the father listened,

and at length insisted that his wife should leave the"

room, and that Mr. T. should do something to ro-

store the child. The mother was at last induced to

J leave, and a wash-tub and several pails of cold water

were brought. The child was disrobed of its grave

clothes, and placed in the tub. Ice was bound on its

stomach, and a half pail of water dashed on at a

time, till three or four pails of water were thrown on.

The ice was then removed, having remained near

five minutes. The child was rubbed forcibly all

over. In seven minutes signs of life appeared. In

fifteen minutes the child breathed rapidly. It irai

wrapped in blankets, and put into bed. After resting

a while it was rubbed again.

By occasional bathing and rubbing the child was

restored to health, and is a healthy child at this

present time. This gentleman had seventeen cases of

cholera. Some he saw first in collapse, and some in

the violent stage of the disease, and some in the pre

monitory stage. H e treated all with cold water, and

every patient recovered.

M. S. G. Nichols.
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REVIEWS.

BY R. T. TRALL, M. D.

Water and Vegetable Diet ra Chronic Dis

eases, by William Lambe, M. D. Published by

Fowlers & Wells.

Among those few far-seeing men whoso attention

has been tamed from specifics, charms, incantations,

dosing and drugging, to the voluntary habits of so

ciety, as affecting the health and longevity of the

people, the name of Dr. Lambe stands conspicuous.

Some thirty or forty years ago he commenced inves

tigating, experimentally, the influence of regimen in

the treatment of chronic diseases, particularly scrof

ula, consumption, cancer, asthma, &c. To a mind

naturally discriminating he added habits of patient

and careful observation ; and his position and associa

tions, being a physician of extensive practice, and a

member of the Royal College of London, afforded

him ample opportunities to test the conclusions he

arrived at on a large scale. These conclusions, and

tho processes of reasoning which led to them, arc ex

plained with great clearness and ability. The author

takes the ground that man is naturally herbivorous,

or rather frugivorous, in his dietetic character. He

also concludes that ho is not by nature a drinking

animal—sufficient water for all tho purposes of the

animal economy being supplied by the fruits and

vegetables which constitute his most appropriate

nourishment. These positions are supported by in

teresting facts and able arguments, from which the

reader, whether he agree with the author partially or

wholly, will derive much valuable information. The

work has the merit of perfect candor, and the circum

stances which seem to tell for or against the author's

opinions are stated with obvious fidelity, and exam

ined with strict impartiality. Not the least valuable

part of the book is the narrative of cases illustrating

the gradual but sure transformation of tho body

toward a healthy condition, under a regimen of pure

vegetable food and distilled water, or its degeneracy

under the ordinary diet of flesh-meats and stimulating

drinks. Tho work ought to form a part of the li

brary of every seeker after physiological truth.

Consumption: its Prevention and Cure by the

Water Treatment, by Joel Shew, M. D. Fowl

ers & Wells.

This work is more comprehensive than its title im

ports. It treats of the whole subject of diseases of

the chest—consumption, hemorrhage, asthma, bron

chitis, sore throat, coughs, colds, &c, a family of

complaints whose ravages make up a large proportion

of our weekly record of mortality. Probably no class

of diseases can be named in which suffering humanity

is more abused under the high-sounding name of

medical science than this. Bleeding, blistering,

calomel, antimony, nitre, and opium, constitute the

general routine of regular medication, under which

potientsare hurried forward to premature graves, or

diseased, maimed, marred, scarred, crippled, and

broken down for life. Ample experience by hydro-

pathio practitioners has proved that no diseases are

more promptly, surely, and easily cured by the water

treatment than all forms of diseases of the ohest,

taken in their early stages. The work before us not

only gives a minute description of the nature, causes,

symptoms, and hydropathic management of the

various affections of the chest, but examines at length

the different plans of treatment adopted and recom

mended by the principal authors of the old school-

It is therefore a repertory of useful information, a*

well as a practical guide to the consumptive. If all

who are predisposed to consumption would practice

upon the inculcations of this book, that terrible

scourge would soon be almost unknown among us.

Respiration and its Effects ; more especially in

relation to Asiatic Cholera and other sinking dis

eases. By Emma Willard. Huntington & Sav

age. New York.

In this little work of sixty-four pages, the authoress

undertakes to prove that animal heat, circulation,

digestion, and strength, are primary effects of respi

ration, and that those diseases manifesting great

prostration or exhaustion of the vital powers are im

mediately owing to deficiont respiration—in other

words, bad breathing. These views are supported

very ingeniously, and the deductions therefrom have

been applied successfully to the treatment of several

cases of cholera. I do not regard her theory a« hav

ing been fully made out, but the remedy—free

breathing—as far as practicable, is clearly philosoph

ical. Indeed, I can easily imagine that many lives

could be saved by an instantaneous resort, on the

first attack of cholera, to the method of " artificial"

breathing she recommends, which might be lost or sac

rificed under the mustard plaster, camphor and opium

system, which tends directly to check respiration.

Tho proximate condition requiring strong respira

tory efforts to overcome, Mrs. Willard considers t»

be the presence of carbonic acid gas in the lungs.

This, she argues very ably, settlos from its own spe

cific gravity to the lower portion of the lungs, thus

obstructing the circulation, diminishing the tem

perature of the body, and ushering in tt\s stage of

collapse. To euro the cholera, this offending mate

rial must be expelled, to do which requires the

strongest exertions of the breathing apparatus. In

dependent of this important practical point, the work

is valuable from the many facts it contains bearing

upon the phenomena of respiration and circulation.

Chronic Diseases, especially the Nervous Dis

eases of Women. By D. Rosch. Translated

from tho German by Charles Dummig. Fowlers

& Wells.

Here is a work containing important truths on a

subject very generally misunderstood. The subject

! is intimately connected with the health of females,

domestic happiness, and the well-being of society.

✓
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Immense and incalculable are the evils resulting from

mere ignorance in the matter of which It treats.

Now, shall we commend this book to the public, tell

them to read, understand, and be wiser and happier,

or shall we withhold the truth because the subject is

a delicate one, and let them suffer on 1 It has often

been alleged that the medical faculty were afraid or

unwilling the people should become enlightened in re

lation to their own physiological nature, lest they

should make a bad use of their intelligence. I can

not see how the laws of our being are safer from per

version in the hands of an M. D. than with a layman.

The great source of sin and suffering is ignorance,

and the infallible remedy is knowledge. But I fear

there U too much truth in the charge so frequently

laid to the door of the regular profession. Before

speaking of the work before us in such terms of com

mendation as I think it deserves, I want the reader

lo know what our allopathic friends say about it. A

good moral may be deduced from the contrast. The

following is copied from the Boston Medical and

Surgical Journal :—

" Nervous Diseases of Women.—Messrs. Fowl-

en & Wells, New York, have sent forth a translation,

from the Gorman of Charles Dummig, on ' Chronic

Diseases: especially the Nervous Diseases of Wo

men,' which will doubtless bo read extensively, but

whether to profit is a question. It is a popular ex

planation of the true causes, according to the author,

ox* scores of maladies to which married females are

predisposed It is not a medical work, and yet it

treats of maladies especially recognized by physi

cians. But it speaks out things, in relation to al

leged excesses of intercourse in married life, to which

the author attributes most of the nervous diseases of

women, in a way to which even medical readers aro

unaccustomed. Perhaps in Germany such plainness

id acceptable. Here, however, the public taste re

tina kind of truth to be muffled up in half a

folds of technicalities. There is au air of vul

garity about these everybody's books, which on the

whole, as society is constituted here, renders them

infinitely more injurious than useful. Vet it cannot

be denied that M. Dummig has recorded facts, and

convincing ones, too ; yet who will be the wiser for

them 1 Those for whom the instruction is designed

will not trouble themselves particularly about the

abuses ho designates ; while thousands, who are not

m a situation to be benefited by it, will study it to

gratify a morbid curiosity."

Reader, do you not discover something very queer

m the above omni-sided paragraph !

The book contains important truths, but because

the public taste is vitiated the truth must be told in

such a bundle of technicalities that all who need the

instruction will bo sure not lo understand it ! How

marvelously, incomprehensibly wise ! " There is an

air of vulgarity about these everybody's books."

Is there indeed 1 Is truth vulgar 1 On the principle

that " to the pure all things are pure," to the vulgar

all things may be vulgar. Does the writer of the

■bore notice consider that when he calls everybody's

truth vulgar he accuses the Author of all truth of

vulgarity 1 Or does he think truth is an invention

for the special benefit of the professors of medical

science, to which the vulgar peoplo havo no right *

I

Per rontra, I hope the book will find its way to

every vulgar and genteel person in the land ; and the

truths it exposes sink deep into their understandings

and be exemplified in their lives. Chastity is as

much a virtue in married life as in single ; and if the

abuses of the conjugal relation produce bo much mis

chief, lot the lesson be plainly, clearly, and unmis-

takeably told, without a single "fold of technical

ity" about it, as it is in the work under consideration.

Psychology, ok the Science of the Soul. By

Joseph Haddock, M. D. Price 25 cents.

In the publication of this little volume Fowlers &

Wells have made a valuable addition to their nu

merous educational works. The intelligent student

of Nature delights to contemplate the phenomena of

life in all their multiform relations. The moral,

mental, and physical qualities of humanity are so in

separably blended in their manifestations, that wo in

vain undertake to philosophize in one department

unless we study all. True, tho rationale of mesmer

ism, clairvoyance, &c, is but little understood, yet as

the facts upon which their existence is predicated

havo not been and cannot be " explained away,"

wo should consider any attempt to harmonizo them

with ascertained plvysiological and philosophical prin

ciples at least luudable.

The work in question gives a very clear anatomical

and physiological description of the brain and ner

vous system, illustrated by numerous plates. The

mesmeric phenomena aro divided into the following

distinct states, each of which is separately explained :

1. Mes.meric Drowsiness, or Sleep ; 2. Coma, or

Profound Sleep ; 8. Insensibility to Pain ; 4.

Phantasy ; 5. Phreno-mesmerism ; 6. Transfer

of State or Feelino ; 7. Mental Attraction ;

8. Cerebral Lucidity, or Clairvoyance. To the

latter and highest'statc tho author prefers the term

Inner Vision, or Spiritual Light.

In the application of mesmeric influenoe to the

treatment of disease, we are glad to find that tho

author does not make it a one-idea hobby. He re

gards it as a powerful auxiliary in the management

of various abnormal states called " nervous," and of

great importance in mitigating pain, facilitating

difficult surgical operations, &c. His rules for the

practice of mesmerism aro very plain and simple,

and so far as I am competent to express an opinion,

as valuable as the more complicated and difficult di

rections which have boon given in other works.

Letters to Ladies, in favor of Female Phy

sicians.

This pamphlet of forty-eight pages, by Samuel

Gregory, A. M., Secretary of the American Medical

Education Society, should not bo ovorlooked by an

inquiring public* It presents a strong array of his

torical and physiological facts and arguments in favor

* It may be bad of the publisher* of the Water-Cure Joor-

I naj. Price 12j cents. Mailable.

ire*
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of restoring tho practice of midwifery to properly-ed-

ncatcd females, to whom it rightfully belongs. En

gaged in this movement are many of the most dist in

guished philanthropists of our country. May speedy

success attend it. '

MISCELLANY.

Women's Dresses.—What is now needed, is to

particularize the faults and give the reasons plainly,

so that she " who runs may read'* and understand,

and afterward suggest some plan or plans for reform

ing those " abuses." We can call them by no lighter

name.

Mrs. Swjsshelm, a vigorous writer, and as fearless

as vigorous, thus hits off one of these fashions :

"Word for the Ladies.—Walking is getting

quite out of fashion, and yonng women now-a-days

wriggle along as if they were moved ahead by one

of hriccson's patent propellers. Their walk is as

crooked as that of a ship with all her sails and no

rudder. They are as graceful in their motions as a

militia colonel's horse, or a broken-down * rackor.'

I notice they are awfully deformed, too, as a general

rule, having great humps on their backs, like drom

edaries—all which is doubtless very pleasant to the

traders in cotton batting and hay. This * new edi

tion* of the shape may be a groat improvement on the

original, but if so the original must bo 'shocking bad;*

for if there is an ugly-looking object about, it is one

of these wadded and padded young women. If one of

them should be furnisned by nature with these humps

(or heaps) she would be exhibited as a curiosity, at a

tip a peep, like a double-headed pig. Somo months

since somebody sent me through the V. O. a semicir

cular bag of cotton, and I was told it was a very prom

inent article of female apparel, used to perfect the

human shape ! It is a curiosity, and a few years hence

I mean to send it as such to Bamum*s Museum. It

looks like anything except an article of dross. There

is nothing to compare it to, in the heavens above, on

the earth beneath, or waters under the earth. They

call it—so I am told—a bishop—and if so, I certainly

go in for

* A church without a bishop,'

as heartily as for

1 A state without a king.'

" I hope, after reading these strictures, that tho

young women will give up wriggling through the

Streets like a parcel of eels ; content themselves with

the human form, and try the experiment, at least, of

acting like responsible beings."

We are glad these subjects, though in detached

portions, are gaining some notice. •

The Kalamazoo, Mich., Gazette has had several ar

ticles. "Belinda" has been making various crit

icisms on O. S. Fowler*s strictures upon fashion, and

is answered by the editor of that paper. Other pa

pers are also calling the attention of their readers to

this much needed reform, and since the wheel has be

gun to move let us keop it moving.

Mr. Fowler's work on Tight Lacing should be road

by every woman who cares to reform her own errors,

or those of her friends who are sufferers. A clergy

man said it should be put in every pew in every

church in our land. A physician remarked that if

the " tight lacer" was the only sufferer of the effect

of her lacing, it would matter but little, for her poor

lacerated body would the sooner fall under the oppres

sion (pressure), and then it would cease to be afflicted

thereby. But the result is not, in her grave. Her

children cannot receive from their mother such and

as much nourishment and vigor as if all her muscles

had their free action and development. And although

nature will do her best to repair the wro«g, it cannot

be fully done, and in requiring her efforts in this di

rection she must leave somothing else less perfect

than she otherwise would 'have done. "Let nature

have her perfect work." Tight lacing is not the only

reform needed in women's dresses.

Can we not take pattern, in part, at least, from

some other nation or tribe, retaining all the good and

omitting the evil 1

There are now too many thicknesses of clothing

around the hips, and also too great a weight resting

thereon, causing a weakness of the back and a fever

in all the lower regions of the body.

Does it not seem inconsistent when we think

of the very thin clothing over the upper part of tho

body compared with the lower ! Should wo not rather

dress both portions with equal warmth as well as free

dom ; and would not the result be beneficial 1 We

are not unaware that some will interpret us to advo

cate the idea of woman's assuming man's style, and

scout it as " monstrous," "indecent,** "Utopian,"

and t he like ; but understand, we do not advocate this,

but arc merely pointing out the evils of the present

system, and giving our reasons, hoping somo one will

point to " a better way ;*' still, we would rather that

men and women dressed so nearly alike that their

sex could not be distinguished by their dress, than

that the whole race should longer suffer as they have

done by tho present form. Who will give us the va

rious modes of female dress among tho Eastern na

tions, and suggest improvements I What can be

said of the costume of tho Chinese women 1 Perhaps

wc can draw somo good from them, notwithstanding

the punishment of their pedal extremities. Perhaps

we can learn something from our own Aborigines. B.

Dear Brothers in the Water-Cure :*—The

work goes bravely on in New England. Tho cause

we love so well is prospering beyond anything in the

annals of reform. Everywhere I go, and I, as you

know, am " round some,*' I find the most ardent in

quirers concerning tho truth as it is in Hydropathy.

According to all accounts, there is no subject that

the people listen to so willingly and patiently as they

do to Lectures on the Water-Cure.

The reason is plain—they feel it concerns them in

timately to know "whether these things be true or

not and when .once the two systems are brought

in juxtaposition, and the philosophy of each duly

explained, they can't help seeing tho superior beauty

of the new and better way.

* From our frieud Noqos, of Botton.
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I am happy to learn that your subscribers increase

so fast—good enough for you. I hope every year it

will be just so, only more so.

Mrs. Noggs is well, thanks to cold water, and so

are all the little Noggs's, who also daily use tho

precious baths. It is, I think, the best element-nry

education they could have.

Tell brothers Shew, Trail, Mundio, &c, fcc, that

I visited them all on New Year's day, in imagination,

and should be happy to see them bodily here.

In haste, thine, , Noogs.

Axecdote.—The following anecdote is told in an

old book of the Rev. John Bulkley, a grandson of

President Chauncy, and the first settled minister in

Colchester, Conn. :

" The Rev. Mr. Bulkley was famous in his day as

a casuist and sage counselor. A church in his neigh

borhood had fallen into unhappy divisions and con

tentions, which they were unable to adjust among

They accordingly deputed one of their
number to the venerable bulkley, for his services,

with a request that he would send them his advice in

writing. TTho matters were taken into serious con

sideration, and the advice, with much deliberation,

committed to writing. It so happened that Mr.

Bulkley had a farm in the extreme part of the town,

upon which he intrusted a tenant. In superscribing

the two letters, tho one for the church was directed

to the tenant, and the one for the tenant to the

ehurch.

" The church was convened to hear the advice
which was to settle all disputes, and the moderator

read as follows : * You will see to the repair of the

fences, that they be built high and strong, and you

wUi take special care of the otd black bull. ' This mys

tical advico puzzled the church at first, but an inter

preter among the more discerning ones was soon
fwind, who said : * Brethren, this is the very advico

we most need. The direction to repair the fences is

V) aduonish us to take good heod in the admission

*od government of our members ; wo must guard the

church by our Master's laws, and keep out strange

cattle from the fold. And we must, in a particular

manner, sot a watchful guard over the Devil, the old

black bud, who has done so much hurt of late.* AH

perceived the wisdom and fitness of Mr. liulkley's ad
vice, and resolved to be governed by it. The conse

quence was, all the animosities subsided, and harmo
ny was restored to tho loiig-afilictcd church."

11 The Common Hemlock for Hedges.—Attention
unow directed to the common Americau hemlock, as

a substitute for the thorn aud other deciduous shrubs,

in hedges. It has been subjected to reiterated trials,

it is said, in various localities where it is indigenous,

and in every instance with the most complete success.

It has many things to recommend it ; anioug the more

prominent of which may be mentioned its great hardi
ness, and the slight injury, comparatively speaking,

it receive- from transplantation. It is also well adapt

ed to every variety of soil, and will flourish with great

luxuriance on ordinary lands, without previous prep

aration or manure. Extensive lines oi this beauti

ful hedge are to be seen in various sections of Western

^ew York, where its cultivation has been attended,
thus far, with the most astonishing success. As the

*ree is an evergreen, its appearance is necessarily at

*U seasons extremely ornamental, presenting in its

fall, dense foliage a most refreshing contrast to the

dreary monotouy of the winter scene, and adding, by

its many attractive beauties, to the loafy glories of

the spring, and the affluent summer months. It is

asserted, on reliable authority, that of all trees and

shrubs yet applied for this purpose it is the most cer

tain of success; being less liable to injury from the

ordinary evils which so frequently prove fatal to tho

thorn, the locust, and other cognate species of plants,

and in no way objectionablo in consequence of root

sprouts, by which the above-named productions foul

the contiguous soil, and produce a suburban progeny,

extremely detrimental to cultivation, whether direct

ed to the production of root crops, grain or grass."

Can any one inform us where young Hemlocks

may be obtained in sufficient quantities for tho pur

poses abovo named 1 How long time is required for

a hedge to mature 1—Eds. W. C. J.

Great Emigration of Squirrels.—It is stated,

in some of the Kentucky papers, that the squir

rels have paid another visit to that good old com

monwealth, and are traversing it in great num

bers.

" In 1822 Kentucky was visited by thousands and

tens of thousands of these little quadrupeds, which

crossed the Ohio river and steered due south. They

were then little disposed to turn aside for man or dog.

Thousands were killed by guns, stones, clubs, and

spears fastened to long reeds. In 1833 they made

another visit to this state, but in less numbers ; they

crossed the Ohio, as in 1822, and pursued the same

course. Thousands were again killed by men, boys,

and dogs. The sport soon lost its interest, and the

unoffending hosts were permitted to pursue their way.

We learn that they are now making a third march

across the state."

A Great Nursery.—Perhaps the largest nursery

in the world is Booth's, in Hols to in . one of the Danish

provinces. It consists of 180 acres, and requires on an

average 130 men and 20 women to cultivate it.

Eighty packers are employed during tho packing

season. The average profit, for the last thirty years,

has been $15,000 annunlly, though at ono timo for

twelvo years, tho sale of dahlias alone netted $50,000

per annum, and to which eleven acres are still devo

ted. Some rare Orchideous plants sell for $300 each.

Of this family of plants, they have 5000 varieties, and

2000 of Dahlia. Tho collection of ornamental trees

is enormous.

What I Like to See.—I liko to see a physician

employ his leisure timo in lounging about tho stores,

reading hand-bills, notices, talking politics, &c. It

shows that he intends to keep up with tho improve

ments of tho day.

1 like to see a lady with a family aspiring to famo

by writing stories for a newspaper. It shows that in

all probability her children will be well tuken caro of.

1 like to see a man spend four or five dollars a year

for tobacco, aud complain of being so poor that ho

can't take a newspaper. It shows that he intends his

childron shall cultivate their taste properly.

1 liko to see a farmer live in a large house, half

finished, have no barn, his fences falling down, and

the gates open. It shows that he is likely to prosper.

One of Many.

G. R. Snow and S. W. Wilder, we perceive,

still issue at their office in Boston that admirable lib-

tie paper, called the Path-Finder, which leads ovory

business man that comes to tho city into the right

path exactly to find the b,est places of trade, &c, and

also a corrected Monthly Kaiiway Guide, which must

be invaluablo to all travelers. It takes Boston to do

up "notions."
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The Healing Art Progressive.—Heretofore

the medical profession has thriven upon the ignorance

of the world. The doctors stnek to the impudent

mysteries of dog-latin, held their canes to their noses,

looking ever so wise, but saying never an intelligible

word, dosed, purged and bled, put their names to

little bits of paper, which set forth that the departed

patient had departed in a " regular" way—but who

ever heard of their telling the sick how to get well

and keep well 1 It would he anything but profes

sional to tell patients that air, warmth, food, clean

liness, exercise, sleep, are the medicines of nature.

Preaching this doctrine, the dosers would havo to

change their calling to procure the natural medicine,

food. If the homceopathists are honest, they are en

titled to respect for decreasing the quant ities of medi

cine administered ; better still the oold water practi

tioners, who plumply maintain that to dig up

vegetables and extract minerals to stuff people with,

is taking a great deal of unnecessary trouble when

God Almighty bids the healing waters spring fresh

and pure from the earth—so that men have nothing

else to do but 44 step in and be saved." Then, too,

Dr. Turner, the Amcriciui advocate of chrono-ther-

malism, in warning humanity to keep the life, which

is the blood, in their veins, instead of parting with it

in semi-yearly instalments, (the old fashion) has woke

up the world to a now truth or two. In defending

these irregularities, these 44 heresies," the world has

been enlightened—man's faith is now more in nature

than in the doctor, and so these new schools, these

ultra come-outers, and these partial come-outers,

have done, and are doing a good and a worthy work.

Men don't trust their souls to the clergy now-a-days ;

nor will they trust their bodies to the doctors. Great

reforms are progressing in theology and in medicine ;

the dry bones are shaking, and it does us good to

lend a helping hand. The old school of medicine

has been compelled to tako the field in self-defence

—that's one good sign. A few years ago they affected

to treat with silent contempt all assaults. But 44 mas

terly inactivity" won't serve them now. They must

stand up to the rack.—Sunday Dispatch.

American Vegetarian Convention.—It is pro

posed by a number of influential individuals in differ

ent States of the Union, that thcro be called in the

month of May next, an American Vegetarian Con

vention, the same to meet in the city of New York.

We shall allude to this subject in a futuro number of

tho Journal. Vegetarianism is a reform which is

fast gaining in popular favor in England.

It is not improper for us here to remind our friends

that we have recently published two invaluable

works on tho subject—that of Dr. Alcott, and one

from Dr. Lambe, an English work with notes and

additions by Dr. Shew ; 50 cents eaeh, and mailable

from onr office.

The Banner Town.—Mr. Samuel F. Curtis, of

Penn Yan, Yates county, New York, has sent us one

hundred subscribers for tho present volume of the

Water-Cure Journal.
Considering the number of inhabitants, this is the

" greatest yield" that we have had, and Penn Yan

is justly entitled to be called the Banner Town.

Weber's Anatomical Atlas.—It gives us pleas

ure to refer our readers to an advertisement which

appears in the present number under tho above title.

This Alias referred to is unsurpassed by anything of

the kind. Every Lecturer and every Physician

should obtain a copy of this great work. For terms

lee advertisement.

The Water-Cure in Kentucky.—An excellent

co-worker writes us from Maysvillo as follows :

44 When sixty or seventy copies of the Water-Cure

Journal shall have been circulated in our community

one year, I think you may safely recommend a hy

dropathic physician to come among us, and our

4 Faculty' (the Regulars) to turn their attention to

some other employment."
With this letter, we received fifty subscribers for

the present volume of the Water-Cure Journal.

On Board Ship, bound for California, a young

man writes to the Universe i—44 None of us ara

afraid of dying, as we have got a doctor here who

makes and gives pills for everything. One of the

boys run a splinter in his hand—pills were given-

The cook scalded himself—pills again. He is a

4 regular.' We have had no serious case of sickness.

Wc have had plenty of sea-sickness, and some of

the boys are sick evory time we have rough weather."

Fruit in Orange County, N. Y.—J. J. Monei.l,

Esq., in his address before the Agricultural Society

of his county, states that Mr. Dubois and his sons,

of Cornwall, have sold in one year $1500 worth of

plums which grew on trees planted by the sides of

their fences.

NOTICES.

Hitchcock and Leadbeater.—Oar readers will fiod, on

another page, the advertisement of these enterprising gentle

men. The vast extent of their holiness enables them not on

ly to compete with other houses, bat, in some respects, to

surpass them. Their establishment has already become

famous throughout oar continent, and is daily becoming

more popular. The secret of this unbounded success con

sisti in three principles, namely :—Extensive advertising—Use

most strict, personal attention to business, and the fart thai

they are thorough Reformers, in the widest sense of tfc*

term. Onr readers cannot do better than to pntfonis* ths»

Mrs. Mary Adams, of Worcester, Mass., hw sent as fifty

|J two subscribers, for the present volume of th« Journal, which

entitles her to a premium, consisting of *fl the back volumes

of the Water-Cure Journal, namely : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and

8, all of which are subject to her order. We have only a few

sets left; all who wish them, will bo prompt, and send on then-

clubs It requires ooty $25 to secure fifty copies of the Joor

ual for I85U, and a complete set of all the back volumes.

Apvertisements.—It will be a good investment for all of

our Hydropathic friends to announce their Estab lish mektv

in the Water Cure Journal. There i* scarcely a town in the

United States in which this Journal is not taken.

Aoknts.—We shall be happy to insert in the Water Owe

Journal the names and residences of such Local Agent*

as may desire to have their names appear.

The S( iektific American.—In our advertising depart

ment may be found the Prospectus of this most excellent
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What thi Papers Say or the Water-C\fri Jour

nal.—" It is one of the best health periodicals ever publish

ed. "—Religious Instructor.

" For the benefit of the community, we should be glad to

wean issue of 100,000. It is cheap at $1 per year."—Free

Democrat.

** It teaches the whole art of Water-Core, and, independent

of this, U is the best manual of health we know of."—'Per-

rysciUe Eagle.

" We cannot bnt believe that Messrs. Fowlers & Wells are

conferring a great benefit on society by the publication of this

Journal."

VARIETIES.

Tobacco Path v.—Noticing some time since in the Journal

quite a number of pathies, I thought one more might be

added to the list under the above head :

Of Pigtail take a quid,

The oftener the better ;

Soon you're of freedom rid,

And bound by Habit's fetter.

'Twill varnish up jour teeth,

And paint your whole exterior ;

'Twill daub your mouth and chin,

And make you look superior.

If to digest yonr food

Your stubborn stomach ceases,

Offended by abuse,

Or gluttonons excesses ;

Why cram in the tobacco,

It's temper to correct:

If this it can submit to,

Pray what would it reject ?

As the " whipt child" is humbled,

Thus might yonr stomach say,

"All else I'll bear with patience,

But keep the Weed away."

Ye fair ones ! get a box

Of pulverized Tobacco ;

Take " Macoba" or "Scotch,"

Just which you beet may like to.

Once every five minutes

A pinch snufT up your nose ;

Your fingers, lips, and 'kerchief,

Will take a share, I s'pose.

Your clothes will be nice looking

With black and yellow speck on:

The dinner you are cooking

You'll season well, 1 reckon.

Gents 1 take a huge Cigar,

With consequential graces,

And pnfT it with an air

Among the ladies' faces.

See what debasing Thrall

Poor mortal can be brought to,—

You'll be shunned by all.

Or at least you ought to. W. S.

AVrtA Easts* , Y„ 1849.

Remarkable Effects or "gencike" Cod-liver Oil.—

A gentleman living in Tompkins1 Square having been indnced

to try the effect* of the "genuine" cod-liver oil, in his im

paired constitution, purchased a bottle of it, price one dollar,

at a highly "respectable" druggist's in Broadway, and com

menced taking it according to directions. He had swallowed

bnt three doses when, to the utter astonishment of himself

and family, he commenced whaling his wife and servants.

They thought, very naturally, that he was crazy, and sent for

Doctor Rogers, the family physician. The doctor was greatly

astonished on hearing the complaints about his patient's com

plaint, and began an investigation into the gentleman's habits

and diet. On hearing that he had been taking the " genuine"

cod-liver oil. Doctor Rogers burst into a horse laugh, and said

he could explain the mystery in a perfectly satisfactory man

ner. He then proceeded to tell his patient that, from the oil

of whales, it was perfectly natural, on the principle of similia

similibus, well understood by physicians, that those who took

it inwardly should be addicted to whaling. The gentleman

then threw the remainder of the cod-liver oil into the street,

and congratulated himself on not having taken more of it, for

Doctor R. intimated that a few more doses might have termi

nated in making a whaler of him for life, and instead of living

- quietly at home he might have been on board of a Nantucket

whaler bound for the Pacific—Sunday Courier.

How the Electric Eel is Caught.—All o.her fishes fly

the vicinity of these formidable eels. Even the fisherman

angling from the high banks fears lest the damp line should

convey the shock to him from a distance. Thus, in these re

gions, electric fire breaks forth from the bosom of the waters.

The capture of the gymnoii affords a picturesque spectacle.

Moles and hordes are driven into a marsh which is closely sur

rounded by Indian*, nntil the unwonted noise and disturb

ance induce the pugnacious fish to begin an attack. One

sees them swimming about like serpents, and trying runningly

to glide under the bellies of the horses. Many of these are

stunned by the force of the invisible blows ; others, with

manes standing on end, foaming with wild terror sparkling in

their eyes, try to fly from the raging tempest. But the Indians,

armed with long poles of bamboo, drive them back into the mid

dle of the pool. Gradually the fury of the unequal strife begin*

to slacken. Like clouds which have discharged their electri

city, the wearied fish begin to disperse ; long repose and abun

dant food are required to replace the galvanic force which

they have expended. Their shocks become gradually weaker

and weaker. Terrified by the noise of the tramping horses,

they timidly approach the bank, where they are wounded by

harpoons, and cautiously drawn on shore by non-conducting

pieces of dry wood.

Death or the Son op Lafayette.—A Paris paper of

Dec. l»t announces the death on that day of George Wash

ington, oldest son of General Lafayette. He accompanied

Jim father in his visit to this country in 1828, and was a mem

ber of the Chamber of Deputies under Louis Philippe. H«

was also a member of the Constituent Assembly after the Feb

ruary revolution .

The total number of deaths in New York city during the

past year is estimated at 22,372, of which 5,072 were from

Cholera. The mortality of the city during the preceding

year amounted to only 14,618 ; but, allowing for the increase

of emigration, and the fatal effects of the epidemic, the ei-

cesi in the number of deaths for 1849 is fnlly accounted for.
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Toe Wariness or Deer.—The deer it the moat acute

animal we possess, and adopt* the most sagacious plans for the

preservation of its tile. When it lies, salihfied that the wind

will convey to it an intimation of the approach of its pursuer,

it ga7.es in another direction. If there are any wild birds,

soch as corlews or ravens, in its vicinity, it keeps its eye in

tently fixed on them, convinced that they will give it a timely

alarm. It selects its cover with the greatest caution, and in

variably chooses an eminence from which it can have a view

around. It recognizes individuals, and permits the shepherds

to approach it. The Flags at Tornapress will suffer the boy to

go wilhin twenty \ urda of them, but if I attempt to encroach,

they are off at once. A poor man who carries peats in a creel

on his hack here, may go "cheek by jole" with them ; I put

on his pannier the other day, and attempted to advance, and

immediately they sprung away like antelopes. An eminent

deer stalker told me the other day of a plan one of his keepers

adopted to kill a very wary stag. This animal had been

known for years, and occupied part of a plain from which it

could perceive the smallest object at the distance of a mile.

The keeper cut a thick bath, which he carried before him as

he crept, and commenced stalking at eight in the morning;

bnt so gradually did be move forward that it was past five p.

M. before he stood in triumph with hU foot on the breast of

Uio anllered king. " I never felt so much for an inferior crea

ture," said the gentleman, " as I did for this deer. When I

came up, it was panting life away, with its large blue eyes

firmly fixed on its slayer. You would have thought, sir, that

it was accusing itself of simplicity in having baen so easily

betrayed."

Labor to make a Watcu.—Mr. Dent, in a lecture deliv

ered before the Ix>ndon Royal Iustitote, made an allusion to

the formation of a watch, and stated that a watch consists of

902 pieces, and that 43 trades, and probably 21 o persons, are

employed in making one of those little machines. The iiou

of which the balance spring is formed, is valued at somcthiug

less than a farthing ; this produces an onnce of steel worth

4 J-4d., which is drawn into 2250 yards of steel wire, and

represent- in the market £13 4s.; but (.till another props— of

hardening this originally farthing's worth of iron, renders it

workable into 7l'»5U balance springs, which will realize at the

common price of 5d. each, jC946 3s., the efTect of labor

aloue. Thus it may be seen that the mere labor bestowed up

on one farthing's worth of iron gives it the value of X950 5s.,

«r $4552, which is 75,980 times its original value.

Almost kqcal to Cod-Liver Oil.—A down-cast dis

tiller recently attempted an experiment upon the gullibility of

ns Guthamitcs, which almost equals the feat of a " resp*clable

druggist," in making cod liver oil out of blubber. The down-

paster pnrchased seventy-five empty biamly pipes, which bad

unce been filled with the genuiue eau de vie, of Olurd Dupuy

& Co. fie lilted them up with liquor of hi* own making,

•rid shipped them to New York, and had them put in a store

adjoining one of the V. S. Bonded Warehouses, with the in-

fentiouof celling them as " brandy in bond." Unfortunate

ly for this enterprising Yankee, one of Mr. Mnx well's officers

hapjiened to twig the brandy when it was put into the store,

and finding that it was not in charge of an inspector, thought

be smelt a rat. Off he went to the Collector, laid an informa

tion again&t the subjected brandy, which led lo its beiugseized,

Ihe fraud discovered, and the confiscation of the spurious

liquor, which was sold at auction last week, for the beoefil of

Uncle &*m.Sunday Courier.

Tea amd Ooffee.—Many of oar subscribers write as that

they have discontinued the use of tea and coffee since becom

ing subscribers to the Water-Cure Journal. This we al

ways like to hsjsu; the many advantage* which will grow oat

of this need not be enumerated, as every one who lakes a

correct view will not fail to appreciate some of them, at least.

Will not some friend give us the statistics showing the amount

of money expended by each family, and by the nation, for

tea and coffee, in the course of a single year? Or how much

in the course of fifty years?

Pulse of Variocs Animals.—The pulse of several of oar

domestic animals, as given by Vatel in his " Veterinary Pa

thology," is nearly as follows :—Horse, from 32 to 38 pulsa

tions per minute ; ox or cow, 35 to 42 ; ass, 48 to 54 ; sheep,

70 to 79 ; dog, DO lo 100 ; cat, 110 to 120 ; rabbit, 120; duck.

136 ; hen, 140

Two of the most Remarkable Discoveries of Modern

Times.—The art of making sperm candles from hog's lard,

and the still greater art of making cod liver oil from common

whale oil. The man who invented the art of extracting sun

beams from cucumbers was an innocent compared with the

geniuses who made the above improvements in science.—Sun

day Courier.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Reapers geneially, will do well to read all our answers

"To Correspondents," as they will not unfrequently find

questions answered applicable to their own ca>es.

J. W. C. asks, "How should I treat gravel (of the Lithicacid

variety, and seminal and urethral weakness}, all Of which came

on at the same time, and are of seven years' standing 1 I snf

fer much at frequent intervals from the action of all three."

Drinking freely at proper times (see Waier-Cure Manual) of

pare soft water (rain water is excellent) effects, in time, great

good in such caseB. Diet should be plain and unstimulating ;

otherwise the symptoms will be aggravated. Exercise should

be kept up, but not too great. Two or three ablutions pax

day, the water not too cold, will be beneficial. Wet bandages

worn over and upon the parts affected, the same to be oftea

changed, will be highly serviceable in this case. The wet

sheet packing may also be twd with advantage. We advise

this frii nd to persevere, although his case is a hard one. VYe

shall be glad to hear how he succeeds.

W. H.—Will the editors of the Water-Cure Journal pleas*

give their opinion on the following question ?

Is the common notion that ladies nursing young children

ought n A to put their hands into cold water, or handle cold

substances, on account of their being injurious, correct ? Ob

wbat ground is that common idea based?

Nursing Mothers.—The common notion is not correct.

\ It in not based on any ground whatever ; it is a groundless

whim. The error is one of the incidents of that egregious

mistake of the medical faculty, which regards the rearing of

children as an unnatural business, and necessarily liable to

numberless disease* and accidents, requiring continual doctor

ing, nursing, fussing, and fooling. Pregnant and nursing

women are in fact more extmpt from ordinary ailments, provi

ded the doctors let them alone to follow tbeir usual ways ana

i habits.
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B. B. is informed that we think by untiring perseverance in

moral, aa well as physical treatment, he may yet recover from

the effect! of transgression.

Keep the mind constantly employed in ennobling pursuits ;

and la social intercourse, mingle with none bat the most

muni.

Um the cold affusion on rising ;—sitz bath in water at 72°

F.. and robbing of lumbar region five minutes, just before re

tiring.

Wet the back part of head and neck often in cold water.

Keep the feet warm. Exercise much in open air.

Dress thin. Sleep in a large, well -ventilated room—upon

hard bed and pillow. Retire and rise early.

Live principally upon unbolted wheat bread, potatoes, a

little good batter, nnd ripe fruit.

Drink nothing bat water, and that only when thirst de

mands.

Abstain entirely from sugar and molasses, and never eat

between meals.

Follow this coarse steadily for months, and then let us

bear again.

J. M. aiks, " Why do you object to the use of soap in wash

ing the body ?"

We do not always object to it ; a?, for instance, when we

bare to introduce a patient to the Water-Core who has for

years made his stomach a sepulchre for all manner of ani

mal food, from the fatted porker to goose liver pie. We say,

under these circumstances, a piece of soap, to counteract (he

enormous deposit of oleaginous substance, U sometimes wel

come ; but all who adopt the natural diet and regimen vindi

cated in the W. C. Journal will scarcely require an unnatural,

irritating agent to keep the body clean.

Burlington, Iowa.—In the case of deafness, the " proba

ble pathological condition" is hardened ear-wax, or a deficient

secretion of it. The ringing in the cars denotes obstruc

tion rather than loss of power. It is barely possible tlie ob-

straction may be in the eustachian tube, yet not likely. The

patient requires strict diet, a persevering use of the pack sheet,

with warm water injections into trie cavity of the ear. An

establishment for a while would be the best way to com

mence. Deafness following colds, fevers, and inflammatory af

fections about the head, has often been cored after existing

months or years.

Dyspeptic Phthisis.—Our friend in Truro, Mass., has a

bug-standing liver complaint, finally extending its influence to

the lungs, making the incipient stage of the affection known

in medical books as dyspeptic consumption. To treat it hy-

dropathicaily, use the pack one hour, or the rub sheet tea min

utes, daily. Wear the wet jacket half or two-thirds the

time ; take a half or rite bath at least once a day. A baodon

all stimulating food, drinks, and condiments.

J. C. M., op Ohio, wishes to know exactly what the legal

postage U on the Water-Care Joarnal.

Answer.—The postage on this Joarnal is 1 cent, or 12

cents a year within the state, or within one hundred mites out

of the state ; and 1J cents, or eighteen cents a year, beyond

those distances.

Ladies por Caliporkia.—A young lady of Boston has

accepted an offer of $400 per month to act as book-keeper in

a mercantile house to San Francisco. We also learn that

several young ladies arc about leaving Boston for Caltfor-

BOOK NOTICES.

Announcement.—In press, and will be published soon,

Illustrated Botany, por all classes, containing a

Floral Dictionary, and a glossary of Scientific Terms. Illus

trated with more than One Hundred Engravings: By John

B. Newman, M. D., author of various works on the Natural

Sciences. Price, 50 cents ; Fowlers & Wells, publishers.

jj The Physician and Patient, or a Practical View of the

Mutual Duties, Relations and Interests of the Medical Pro

fession and the Community, by Worthington Hooker.

M. D., New York : Baker and Pcribner. 1849.

We have here a volume of some fonr hundred pages, writ

ten by a "Regular" for the " Profession," and of course un

worthy a "review" in the Water Cure Journal. We

shall, therefore, give it hot a brief notice.

This Doctor shows his ignorance in many tilings, by talking

largely about matters he has never examined, lie condemn*

Animal Magnetism, which some sensible people believe

in, and he calls everything quackery which is, not " regular."

He attacks Thomsonianibm, Homoeopathy, Hydropathy,

and all other pathies, except jftfepathy It is evidently the off

spring of disappointed hope. The man's practice mast have

been small, and hence, he became irritable, nervous, and

cross, and has set himself at work to " blow up" everybody

except the regulars. He can see no virtue in any system but

his own. His book smells strong of pure, genuine "Cod

Liver Oil."

The Works op the late Edoar Allan Poe : Wrrn No

tices of his Life and Genius.

We copy from the Baltimore American the following no

tice, which we regard aa impartial anil truthful :

"Two handsome volumes have just been published by Mr.

J. S. Redfield, New York. They contain The Works of the

late Edgar Allan Poe, with notices of his life and genius, by

N. P. Willis, J. R. Lowed, and R. W. Gritwold. The writ

ings of this extraordinary man have long been known to the

literary world as remarkable specimens of talent and genius

seldom found united in one person; and both his prose and

poetical productions are pointed to ns among the finest literary

gems of the present century. In the volumes now presented

to the public these are methodically arranged ; and in their

perusal the reader will find bis thinking powers drawn into

active service, while his admiration is called forth in every

meaning word and powerful expression which springs without

on effort from the gifted writer's pen. Mr. Poe's wayward

course of life left his family destitute, and the publication of

his works is made for their benefit. Those who buy them pay

a tribute to his talent, and render assistance to one of the

author's near relatives."

This work is beautifully printed, and will obtain an exten

sive sale.

The Valley Farmer, and Western Mechanic, published

monthly, by the editor, Ephraim Abbott, at St. Louis, Mo.

Terms. $1.00 a year in advance.

We say, " God speed" to nil well-directed agricultural pub

lications. If " light," at '.he present day, is wanted on any

one subject, more than another, it is on agriculture, and we

hail the Valley Farmer with hope and -.It-light, believing it will

do gooil to every one who reads it. It is particularly adapted

to the farmers of the great Mississippi Valley.
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Chronic Diseases : Especially the Nervous Diseases of

Women. By D. Rosch. Translated from the German,

by Charles Dummig. New York—Fowlers & Wells.

1850.
Wo very much question tho propriety of patting such stuff"

into popular treatise. Such information in properly to be con-

veyed throogh medical woiks. Representing the fall of our

Hrxt parents to be abuse of their connection is degrading.

Althongh the author disclaims polygamy, yet the tendency of

bis remarks are stronger than his disclaimer. A favorite ob

ject with a certain class of reformers U resort to the strong

arm of the law to effect their object. Tiii* writer would seem

to erect a legal tribunal in the bed-chamber. The hook is re

plete with fuUome regard to woman's rights.— The American

Artisan.
We copy the above from the American Artisan, a very

large weekly newspaper, published in New York city, by a

man Ly the name of Fleet.

/
The American Fruit CcLTrRiBT, containing directions for

the propagation and culture of Fruit Trees, in the nursery, I

■rchard, and garden, with descriptions of the principal

American and Foreign varieties cultivated in the United

State*. By John G. Thomas—illustrated with Three Hun

dred Figures. Auburn : Derby, Miller & Co. ; Fowler* Sl

Wells, New York. Price, $1,33.

Tin* is a valuable book, and we abould saj almost indis

pensable to every man who may wb»h to engage in thecnlture

of fruit. Every llydropath »hould encourage this most im

portant branch of domestic husbandry. Letevery man, wom

an, aiRi.,and boy, learn to set out trees. If they have no

laud of their own, plant them by the road-side, and the fruit

thrreof shall be a blessing to the jioor and needy. What a

hold for real benevolence.

The Prisoner's Friend, a monthly magazine, devoted to

Criminal Reiunn, Philosophy, Literature, Science, and Art.

Charles Spear, editor and proprietor, Boston, Mass. Terms,

$£.00 a year : New York, Fowler* & Wells.

This excellent publication continues its work of mercy, and

mini-ten to the afflicted in a most commendable manuer. We

believe thi* is the only publication in the United Slates devot-

f*l to prvon reform. It should he liberally patronized.

Singular Revelations, Explanation, and History of the

Mv-tcriou* Noises in Western New York, generally receiv

ed as Spiritual Communications- Mailable ; price 125 cents.

For nale by Fowlers & Wells, New York.

This is a curious book. Indeed, we must admit that it

contains problem* which our " reason" or experience utterly

fail* to comprehend. What, then, shall we say of itt For

the present we hold ourselves in a passive state, ready to be

lieve when evidence shall demonstrate its truthfulness.

To inquirers we can only say, read the book, then judge

for yourselves.

Horace Crleley, editor of the New York Tribune, has

RMMtttlj written a tract of twelve pages on Alcoholic

Liquors, their essential nature and effects on the human con

stitution : Published by Oliver & Brother, New York. Of

coarse, it is an unanswerable argument against the use of al

cohol, in any form. *

Psychology, or the Science of the Sonl, by Josepli Had

dock, M. D. Joat published, by Fowlers & Wells : price 25

wnts. For further notice, *©e "Reviews," in the present

namher.

The Onto Cultivator, edited and published by M. B. Bate-

man, Columbus, Ohio, at §1.00 a year, in advance.

Vat. VI. commenced on the first of January, 1850, and

now is a good time to subscribe. It is " just the thing," for

every farmer in Ohio, and well adapted to those in other

State*. Subscribe for the Ohio Cultivator.

The American Journal op Irianity, No. 8, voU VI.,

is received. Since the death of Dr. Brigham, it has been edit

ed by the officers of the New York State Lunatic Asylnm,

at Utica, N. Y. ; published quarterly, at $1.00 a year. We

have spoken of the value and importance of this before.

The New England Farmer, edited by the veteran, S W.

Cole, published by J. Nourse, of Boston, Mass., continues its

wmi-monthly visits, and ia such a work as might be expected

from th- head of the agricultural interest of New England.

Terms only $1.00 a year.

The Spirit of the Aoe, edited by Rtv. William Henry

Channinq, has just commenced a new volume. Those

who wish for one of the very best family newspapers, will

do well to subscribe for this paper. See prospectus and

terms in advertising department.

A DIRECTORY.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS OF WATER-CURE PRACTITIONERS.

Joel Shew, M.D., New York.

R. T. Trall, M. D., 15 Laight street, New York.

M. S. Gove Nichols, 46 Lexington Avenue, New York.

Dr. C. H. Meeker, South Orange, N. J.

E. A. KlTTREDVE, M. D.f Boston, Mass.

8. O. Glkabon, M. D., Glen Haven, N. Y.

Dr. Bedortha, New Lebanon Springs, N. Y.

Dr. E. E. Denniston, Northampton, Mass.

M. W. Gray, M. D., Springfield, Mass.

Dr. Philip Roof, Cooperstown, N. Y.

T. T. Seelye, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.

Dr. Wesslehoff, Brattleboro, Vt.

i P. H. Hayes, M. D.,Cuba, N. Y.

O. V. Thayer, M. D., Pitcher Springs, N. Y.

WORKS ON HYDROPATHY,

PUBLISHED BY

FOWLERS & WELLS, CLINTON HALL, K. Y.

All of which are mailable.

The Water-Cure Journal, monthly, a jear, $1,06

Consumption, its Cure by Means of Water, 50 cents.

The Water Core Manual, - - - - 50

Water-Cure in nil Diseases, -

Water and Vegetable Diet. By Dr. Lambe, - 50

Water-Cure for Woman, &c., - - - 25

Water-Cure in Cholera, - 25

Errors in the Practice of the Water-Cure, - 25

Curiosities of Water, (a medical work,) - - 85

Philosophy of the Wuter-Cure, - 25

Practice of the Water-Cure, - 25

Water-Cure for Young Men, s. 25

Water-Care Almanac for 1640 and 1650, each, 6 1-4

Experience in Water-Cure, by Mrs. Gove, - 25

For either of the above, or any other works on Hydropathy,

please address, post paid, Fowlers & Wells, Clinton Hall, 189

and 131 Nassau-street, New-York.

£3?" N. B.—Agents and co-workers will find it to their In

terest to engage in the sale of these and our other publication*

on which a liberal profit may be I


